BWJ Expanded Article Index
SPRING 2021
Canoe Country Reflections- Janssen- P. 4. Highlights from 40+ years of BWCAW/Quetico
adventures. Reflecting back on all the delights and dilemmas of wilderness canoe tripping. Lots of
savvy advice from the school of hard knocks.
Mastering Canoe Country Lake Trout, Klos, P. 14. THE DEFINITIVE BWJ ARTICLE ON
CANOE COUNTRY LAKE TROUT FISHING. Super-comprehensive and detailed breakdown of
all aspects of lake fishing in the BWCAW/Quetico including strategies, tackle and presentations.
Must read lake trout intel from the leading experts.
White Wolf Encounter, Sundberg, P. 39. Amazing story and photos of a BWCAW white wolf
encounter while calling moose during the September rut.
Believe It Or Not, Blazino, P. 42. Strange but true tales from Quetico about wildlife, fishing and
even the fickle canoe country weather. You can’t make it up.
Coming Of Age In Canoe Country, Rautio, P.48. Fascinating account of what it was like to grow
up in Ely in the 1940’s and 50’s when the Echo Trail was still a trail and there was no BWCAW.
But there was plenty of lakes and wilderness for an outdoor loving kid to venture into. A timeless
look at the love of the wild.
Ultralight Mode For Summer Tripping, Kesselring, P. 56. If you like to travel light and fast, this is
the last word on that canoe tripping style by the guy who has done it maybe more than anyone else
alive. The lowdown on gear essentials, what to do without and why it matters.
Collective Wisdom, Wilderness Camaraderie, BWJ Field Editors, P. 68. There are plenty of
opportunities to enhance the enjoyment of your paddling partners and the paddling community at
large. Specific things you can do to Leave No Trace on your own trips and sustain the wilderness
values of the BWCAW/Quetico we all cherish.
Wake Up The Smallmouth, Teach, P. 96. When the smallmouth are reluctant to hit traditional
topwater poppers and prop baits, pull out the Strike King KVD 2.5 Sexy Shad Wake Bait and hang
on. This floating bait can be worked on top or 1-2 feet under the surface. Super-fun to fish and a
must for serious canoe country bass fans to add to the tackle box
Winter 2020
Plan K- Johnson, P. 4- Winter snowshoe/camping adventure through deep snow and 30 below
nights- Little Indian Sioux/Shell/Lynx/Hustler/Oyster. Savvy winter camping/travel advice.
Borderline Crazy-Hoeg, P. 10 Pair of brothers ski/camp there way from Ely to Gunflint Trail in a
hard three-day push. Inspiring tale of embracing a BWCAW winter challenge.
BWCAW Winter Kicks- Wahls, P. 18 Husband/wife do a short overnight BWCAW trip to Farm
Lake by hauling there winter camp/gear on kick-sleds. Yet another way to enjoy the BWCAW in
the winter.
Living On The Edge-Osthoff, P. 24 Review of the fall grouse, pheasant, bear and deer hunting
around the BWJ homestead. Also, trip report on October Fall Color Canoe Trip to Cummings Lake
area.

A Good Year To Be A Canadian-Blazino, P. 38 Canadian family has Quetico all to themselves in
the pandemic summer of 2020. Quetico delivers another great adventure despite the worldwide
turmoil.
Wilderness Skills- Emergency Rescues-Kesselring, P. 46 Everything you need to know about
planning your response/management for the gambit of wilderness emergencies including
technology devices by a top Far North expedition leader.
Six Canoe Country Men Who Shaped My Life-Dailey, P. 56 BWJ contributor looks back on the
Ely men who stoked his passion for canoe country including Sommers Base staff, Sig Olson and
Joe Seliga.
Every Day Is Judgement Day In Canoe Country- BWJ Staff, P. 64 Wilderness canoe tripping is no
exact science, experience helps but there will always be a boatload of judgement calls to be made
on every trip and your enjoyment and safety depend on your decision making out there. Great
advice on go/no go decisions in big wind, lightning threats, hypothermia, fishing action and much
more.
The Little Red Bandit- Subialka, P. 94 A BWCAW camp squirrel raids the candy bar stash and
upsets this gangs long and cherished tradition. All part of the way of the wilderness.

FALL 2020
Return to Baskatong- Cook P.4 Husband/wife enjoy a late-September BWCAW trip through
Polly/Malberg/Kawishiwi River. Prime-time paddling season through the rebirth of the 2011
Pagami Creek Burn area.
BWCAW October Rescue- Hennessy P.14 Missing solo paddler puts rescuers at risk on a cold,
wet, dark October night on Caribou Lake. Lots of lessons to learn here as searchers save him
from the grip of hypothermia.
Painting the Boundary Waters- Highlen P. 18 Writer/painter couple finds inspiration to get
creative on BWCAW trip through Mudro/Horse/Basswood
River/Crooked/Wagosh/Gun/Fourtown route in October. Painting the fall color highlights of
canoe country.
Grand Slam Spring/Summer 2020- Osthoff P.28 BWJ Publisher/Wilderness Guide, Stu Osthoff,
shares his annual guiding season report of his wilderness fishing trips. COVID closed all access
to his Quetico haunts so this was the year to make it happen on the BWCAW side. Big bass trips
to Basswood, Lac La Croix and Knife Lake.
BWCAW Master Angler Lands New Perspective- Klos P. 50 Elite canoe country trout anglers
persevere through pandemic, urban riots, family health issues, business worries and wilderness
restrictions. Their rewards are big trout and priceless wilderness spiritual renewal.
“SoloTripper” Toughs It Out- Carrier P.56 Veteran wilderness paddler, Neal Oberlee, endures
the ups and downs and a serious injury to complete his three-week solo Quetico adventure. A
most impressive story and canoe tripping philosophy for sure.
Paddling Through the Pandemic- BWJ Field Editors P. 68 Our Field Editors all weigh in on how
COVID 19 affected their 2020 canoe trip route plans and how those trips were executed under
plague restrictions and recommendations. 2020 was a paddling season like no other. True
believers paddle on.
A Wet and Wild Quetico September- Foley P. 82 Late-September tough stretch of weather
doesn’t dampen the spirits of this die-hard paddling couple.
Pickerel/Sturgeon/Antoine/Olifaunt/B-Chain/Fern. Includes campsite evaluations for Olifaunt/BChain.
SUMMER 2020

You Can Go Home Again, True, P. 4 Author spent many family trips as a kid on Quetico’s Wet
Lake. This story describes his return, after a 38-year hiatus, with his own adult son. Lots of
history and contrast to then and now.
Paddling With Mom, Hoeg, P. 14 Mother and son take a travel type trip through
Saganaga/Knife/Kekekabic/Fraser/Little Sag. A challenging four-day trip but lots of family
time.
The Essence Of Time, Blazino, P. 22 Tips on how to travel efficiently to save time/energy for
the things you like best like fishing/photography/swimming/berry picking. Also gear that saves
work in the woods.
Solo Angling Tactics, Brauer & Teach, P. 28 The definitive BWJ article on how to command
that canoe while still making a serious fishing effort. Tips on all four species – tackle/tactics and
gear. Special advice on managing solo canoe and fishing in the wind.

The Cardinal Rules Of Wilderness Canoe Tripping, Osthoff, P. 38 Top 5 rules to live by to
make the most of your BWCAW/Quetico trips. Super-detailed advice on how to play this game
at the highest level. Innovative approaches to improve your canoe tripping style.
It’s Never Too Late, Monthei, P. 54 The story of B’s Wilderness Paddlers, Bea Brophy and
Barb Anderson started an Ely outfitting and guide service in their 60’s. Fascinating profile of
two unique canoe country personalities.
Owls Of The BWCAW, Kvam, P. 60 All the interesting biology and behavior of the 8 different
species of owls that inhabit the BWCAW. Learn how to recognize their calls and appearances so
you can identify the owls you encounter in the BWCAW.
Collective Wisdom- Critical Wilderness Skills, P.68 BWJ Field Editors dig deep into their top
three wilderness canoe tripping skills. Valuable advice from the experts on how to upgrade your
wilderness skills and why each is so important. Everyone has strengths/weaknesses- and
everyone can improve- it makes for safer and more enjoyable tripping.
Minimal Stress Handling Of Canoe Country Fish, Brauer, P. 94 Important tips on how to catch
and release trophy canoe country fish with minimal stress. Learn what the research and experts
recommend to conserve this priceless fishery.
SPRING 2020
Cache Lake Beatdown- Chmelik, P. 4: This fearsome foursome tackles the toughest portages in
all of Quetico. In-depth account of what you’re e up against, if you are up to the challenge of
going from Baptism Lake to Mckenzie Lake.
Keeping My Promise- Blazino, P. 14: Special father/sons trip to the hallowed trophy walleye
waters of Conmee Lake. The trip lived up to all their dreams and then some. Solid walleye
fishing advice.
Quetico’s Cache Bay Ranger- Janice Matichuk- Friedrichs, P. 20: Harrowing cold water rescue
in 2000 in Cache Bay of Saganaga Lake by Quetico Ranger, Janice Matichuk. A tragic tale with
valuable lessons to learn about paddling big water in big wind.
Mastering the Quetico Smallmouth Game- Osthoff, P. 28: The definitive BWJ article on putting
the whole canoe country smallmouth game plan together. Expert advice on paddling down the
hot smallie topwater bite as the season moves from pre-spawn, to peak spawn, to post-spawn to
summer feeding pattern. Super-in-depth intel on techniques, tackle and specific lakes for big
canoe country bronzebacks.
Paddling Down BWCAW History- Monthei, P. 48: Author shares a lifetime of exploring and
tracking down the fascinating sites and remaining signs of human history all across the
BWCAW. Includes specific details on how you can find and enjoy these places and what you
can expect to still see at each. Just be sure not to disturb any of the remaining artifacts or history
you find there.
The Guide- Jebb, P. 58: The romantic version of the dream summer job working for an Ely
outfitter as a wilderness guide doesn’t pan out but the author perseveres and leads an epic
Quetico adventure that changed his life and his partner’s, BWJ Publisher, Stu Osthoff.
Collective Wisdom- To Build A Fire- BWJ Field Editors, P. 66 The last word from eight experts
on finding, selecting, dropping, hauling, sawing, splitting and cooking with wood in canoe
country. From beaverwood driftwood to red pine, learn how to make the best fires, even in the
rain.

The 1963 Grand Portage Trip- Evetts, P.91 Teenagers take canoe trip in 1963 out of what
became the Outward Bound School in Ely up the border route and finishing with trekking the
Grand Portage. Lots of character-building episodes along the way and an interesting look back
at the way it was in the good old days.
WINTER 2019
BWCAW Winter Camping- A Family Affair- Paulsen- P. 4: Family and friends ski into
Cherokee Lake to enjoy two weeks of winter adventure from the comfort of a heated wall tent
camp.
Wilderness Teacher- Wahlstrom- P. 14: High school teacher runs a BWCAW winter camping
program to teach life lessons to his students and appreciation for wilderness values. These kids
learn a lot fast out in the BWCAW in February.
Winter Lake Trout Along the Gunflint Trail- Friedrichs- P. 22: Everything you need to know
about how, when, and where to get started chasing down your own lake trout action through the
ice. Warning- it ain’t easy, but it is very rewarding.
Heading Towards the Light- Mohagen- P. 28: This deeply personal essay shares how a winter
trip to the BWCAW helped the author gain valuable perspective on his life and future. The
power of the wilderness experience knows no off-season.
Living on The Edge- Fall- 2019- Osthoff- P. 34: BWJ Publisher, Stu Osthoff shares the
highlights of his September elk hunts, October BWCAW trip to Malberg Lake area, grouse
hunting with his pointers around Ely and the BWCAW, deer hunting season and more.
A Few Quetico Highlights- Dailey- P. 48: Recalling “the good old days” of canoe tripping the
Quetico in the 1950’s and 60’s. Fascinating how the more things change, the more they stay the
same.
Paddling On, No Matter What- Young- P. 56: Author overcomes a cancer diagnosis scare,
motivated by her passion for wilderness canoe tripping to get back out there and keep on
paddling. A powerful reminder not to take any of our canoe trips for granted and to get out there
as much as possible.
Collective Wisdom- “What’s in Your Pack?” – BWJ Field Editors- P. 60: BWJ staff give you an
up-close look at the latest and greatest new canoe tripping gear that they use and recommend.
Upgrade your own outfit with this expert advice on what really works in canoe country, trip after
trip.
Soloing Against All Odds- Yates- P. 76: Solo-tripper battles big wind and big portages on the
BWCAW route below Lac La Croix- a real wilderness adventure with both adversity and that
special sense of accomplishment.
BWCAW Campsite Review- The Fire Lakes- Henning- P. 91: The lowdown on all the campsites
on Smoke, Burnt, Flame, Kelly. Know the best sites when planning your trip and save
time/energy out there.
Quetico Grand Slam Poetry-Teach- P. 98: Author reveals his passion for canoe country
smallmouth, walleye, lake trout and pike through these heart-felt poems. Music to the ears of all
anglers.
FALL 2019

Sweet September- Carrier- P. 4: Four older solo paddlers rendezvous on Burntside and Jean
Lakes for fall fishing and solitude. Keeping the canoe country passion alive by paddling smart
and with the right crew.
Alpine Storm- Cook- P. 14: Husband wife embrace challenging autumn winds and rain on this
BWCAW route and delight in the peak color show.
Sag/Knife/Amoeber/Cherry/Hanson/Ogish/Alpine/Seagull
Dashwa’s First Trip- Paulsen- P. 22: New parents, who are expert wilderness paddlers, introduce
their infant son to the BWCAW, 18-day trip, Lake One area, heated wall tent, first snow of
season and lots of quality family time.
Grand Slam Spring/Summer 2019- Osthoff- P. 36: BWJ Publisher and wilderness guide, Stu
Osthoff, recounts his Grand Slam Guide Service trips for the season, five Quetico trips plus
Sutton River trip, lots of super-detailed info on how, when and where to pursue big fish. Great
trip planning advice and gear recommendations.
Tuscarora Lake Enchantment-Zhuikov- P. 58: Author guides her husband on the BWCAW route
she first paddled 33 years ago. A special reunion canoe trip with special memories from both
trips.
October Surprises- Wiegel- P. 66: Rough, cold, snowy weather and a persistent camp bear make
for a challenging October trip into Duncan Lake for this crew of guys.
Collective Wisdom-Loading/Unloading Savvy- BWJ Field Editors- P. 70: All the nitty-gritty
details on how to load/unload/portage safely and efficiently. Oftentimes, getting all the gear
in/out of the canoe on rough landings is more of an art than carrying it all across the portage trail.
Hard earned advice from canoe country experts.
Don’t Put Those Rods Away Yet- Teach- P. 94: How, when and where to get into September
fishing action for the big four in the BWCAW/Quetico. Fall fishing is a different ballgame than
summer- these tips will help you find the fish.
SUMMER 2019
The Grandson’s First Trip, Tade, P. 4. BWJ Photographer Mark Tade takes his 9 & 11-year-old
grandsons on their first BWCAW trip. Lots of coaching, sharing and learning about the delights
and challenges of canoe country on Beth Lake.
Tubing Canoe Country Walleyes, King, P. 10. A whole new approach to jigging Quetico
walleyes with bass tube jigs. Just hook the bass tubes to your standard walleye jigs and hold on
for plenty of spectacular big walleye action. Great walleye “how to” insight for the no-live bait
Quetico angler.
Dream Trip, Fiedler, P. 18. Fascinating account of Gary Fiedler’s 108-day Quetico adventure,
photographing all aspects of the Park for his Radiant Spirit Gallery. Compelling solo challenge
with seven laps per portage and superb photography results.
The Storm, Shaheen, P. 38. First-hand account of living through the wicked July 21, 2016 storm
on Disappointment Lake and the blowdown aftermath that claimed the lives of other BWCAW
campers.
BWCAW vs. Quetico, Osthoff & Reichbach, P. 40. The definitive BWJ article on
comparing/contrasting the BWCAW canoe trip experience with that of the Quetico. Permits,
regulations, camping, portaging, solitude and fishing have very different approaches and

expectations. Both have lots of water and wilderness to enjoy but Quetico is the ultimate for
many.
Hades Bound- Myth Becomes Real, Wahlstrom, P. 54. Solving a BWCAW map mystery with a
dose of history and imagination. Giving these pre-Cambrian rocks their due.
Wooden Canoe Heritage, Grace, P. 61. The Wooden Canoe Heritage Association celebrates
their 40th anniversary with a deep dive into the history and lore of wood and wood/canvas canoes
in North America. How the wooden canoe legacy is being preserved and why it matters.
Collective Wisdom Column- How I Got My Start Canoeing, BWJ Field Editors, P. 68. Eight
different BWJ contributors share the background story of how they developed an affinity for
wilderness canoeing. There are different ways to get hooked on canoe country, what really
matters is what you do with that gift once you appreciate it.
Deep Down Lake Trout, Simula, P. 91. Tackle and tips for going down deeper to 50 feet for
canoe country lakers, and still catch and release them to thrill another angler someday.
Excellent “how to” intel for lake trout fishing.
SPRING 2019
Knee Deep In Mack Creek, VandeBerg, P. 4 : Brother duo bust through Greenwood and Mack
Creeks, with low water, beaver dams and waist-deep mud to reach the hallowed walleye and bass
waters of Mack Lake. The fishing was worth it but it is an adventure they are not anxious to
repeat.
April Encounter On The Sioux Hustler Trail, Simula, P. 10: Spring fever BWCAW backpack trip
before ice out seemed like a routine escape, until Dad and teenage-son on his first trip have a
wolf in camp under their hammocks. Made for a restless night but an adventure to remember.
Be Ready For Big Pike, Brauer, P. 18: Expert advice on how to catch/land big canoe country
pike while targeting walleyes. Be ready for that big “gator” strike, with the right know-how and
gear.
Surviving The Boundary Waters With Kids, Lundquist, P. 24: Savvy advice on gear, packing,
coping with wind, rain, bugs, mud with kids in tow. How to show a positive attitude and teach
your brood how to overcome the inevitable adversity of wilderness canoe tripping. The take
home message, forget all the excuses to put it off, go now before it is too late.
Finding Your Own Wilderness Canoe Tripping Style, Stuart Osthoff and Rob Kesselring, P. 32:
Rob and Stu rekindle a decade old debate about wilderness canoe tripping light and fast vs.
targeting big fish. No matter where you fall between these two extremes, there is plenty of
precious advice here from two elite wilderness guides.
The Toadbusters Hit Quetico, Fondow, P. 50: 1984 Quetico adventure with seven teenage boys
(adjudicated youth) delivers more than its share of challenges and surprises. But most of all, the
wilderness experience taught life lessons these guys still appreciate, 35 years later.
The Doofus Awards, King, P. 60: Have fun with keeping score when trip partners screw-up and
break rods, capsize, forget the camera etc. Whoever racks up the most Doofus Points – must
wear the infamous Doofus Hat all the way back home. Real-life canoe country blunders by
expert paddlers and anglers. Stuff happens- to just about everyone out there.
Collective Wisdom- Canoe Country Blunders, BWJ Contributing Editors, P. 68: Lots more
classic canoe country mistakes by the tripping pros, plenty of hard lessons for everyone to learn

from. The school of hard knocks is one way to gain canoe country experience, BWJ helps you
avoid some of these blunders.
Zulu Magic Update, Teach, P. 92: New insights on how to fish this super-effective soft plastic
jerk bait for top end smallmouth. Not all jerk baits are created equal. Get the low-down on the
best presentation by the foremost pro.
All About Hull Speed, Evans, P. 95: Be ready with the science behind making that canoe go
better when your bow partner is dogging it. It is not all about physics but it is part of the picture.
WINTER 2018
*Return to Angleworm, Day, p. 4
Solo winter showshoe/camping trip into Angleworm Lake area of BWCAW. Great winter
gear advice
*Confessions of a BWCAW Winter Photographer, Waltenbaugh, p. 18
Solo trip into Tuscarora to snowshoe, camp, and meet the challenges of wilderness winter
photography. All the gear and techniques for great winter photos
*Living on the Edge-Fall 2018, Osthoff, p. 26
BWJ Publisher shares his 2018 Colorado Elk bowhunt, Ely area grouse and deer hunting,
October canoe trip in Alice Lake with wolves and first snow of the season
*Earning Our Lac La Croix Patch, Dangoy, p. 46
Couple capsize in big wind and waves on Lac La Croix. Lessons learned while floating for
three hours
*My First Canoe Trip in 1956, Dailey, p. 52
Man recalls first trip as a teenage to Quetico with family. Illustrates timeless wilderness
values and power to canoe county to change lives
*Triple Lure Challenge, Klos, p. 56
Super-detailed expert advice on fishing lipless crankbaits for trophy lake trout and walleye.
Troll, cast and jig this versatile lure for big fish
*Digging Deep, Erickson, p. 64
Veteran paddler reminisces about 30 years of priceless memories with “56”, his treasured
Bending Branches paddle
*Collective Wisdom-Campsite Routines, BWJ Field Editors, p. 66
The experts share detailed advice on how to set up the perfect wilderness campsite. Routines
and gear to keep you safe and a happy camper
*Easing off the Gas, Volkening, p. 92
Hard-core, long-distance, ultralight paddlers concede that 70-year-old bodies should slow
down and pack some creature comforts
FALL 2018
*Fall Fishing Final Flurry, Smith, p. 4
September Quetico fishing trip to Quetico/Cirrus Lakes, hot lake trout action plus walleyes
and big pike too.
*Just the Two of Us, Monahan, p. 8
Couple takes an autumn tour through the lakes below Lac La Croix, great adventure and lots
of wildlife encounters.
*September Crash Course, Foley, p. 16

Veteran paddlers introduce the in-laws to the wonders of Quetico. Despite rough weather
and brutal portages, the trip is a success.
*Prime Time on Knife Lake, Cook, p. 22
Couple fight through a rainy week to enjoy the peak color season along the border route.
*Grand Slam Spring/Summer 2018, Osthoff, p. 30
BWJ Publisher Stu Osthoff gives a detailed report on the 5 Quetico trips he guided this past
season. Super-in-depth valuable advice on where, when and how to enjoy trophy angling in
the western half of Quetico.
*Border Route Trail- Hiking/Paddling Combo, Rudd, p. 60
Three friends combine hiking and paddling the Border Route Trail during the peak color
season and finish with the Grand Portage.
*BWJ Collective Wisdom-2018 Paddling Adventures, BWJ Field Editors, p. 68
Lots of great route planning advice and adventure paddling to incorporate into your own
trips.
*Where There’s A Will There’s A Way, Carrier, p. 80
Aging, achy body is retooled for the rigors of Quetico and it is all good again. It is never too
late to get back in shape and hit the canoe trails.
*“Dub”, Fast, p. 93
Profile of Delbert “Dub” Ehret from Atchison, KS, who recruited/mentored/guided hundreds
of folks to life-changing adventures in canoe country. It is all about respect for your fellow
paddlers and this unique wilderness.
*Quetico Fall- BWJ Poetry, Teach, p. 98
SUMMER 2018
*The Voyageur Spirit-Keane, p. 4
Three couples share a BWCAW 12-day paddling adventure from Crane Lake to the Gunflint
Trail. Strong historical background and Voyageur Era/route
*Footloose and Broken-Young, p. 16
All women’s group deals with a trip-ending injury on Agnes Lake. Savvy advice on how to
handle non-life-threatening emergencies in BWCAW
*Why I Love It So? – Klos, p. 22
Passionate Canoe Country angler shares why fishing in a wilderness setting makes all the
difference.
*Walleyes Down in the Weeds-Brauer, p. 28
Super in-depth how-to advice for catching Canoe Country walleyes in the weeds. How to
zero in on and exploit these rare but phenomenal hot spots.
*Pickerel Lake Base Camp-Steiner, p. 36
Two couples in their 60’s slow down and enjoy a week of great fishing on Quetico’s massive
Pickerel Lake. Great canoeing and fishing without the portaging.
*The Camp Mishawaka Way-Reardon, p. 42
This Quetico trip report was 56 years in the making. Looking back on how a fateful Quetico
trip as a youth influenced life-long values and affinity for the outdoors. Paying it forward
message.
*Fishing for Food in Canoe Country-Osthoff, p. 45

Super detailed advice on which fish to eat on your canoe trips, how to handle, fillet, prepare
and cook them. Strong conservation message along with how to eat fish the right way in
Canoe Country.
*Canoe Country Pride-BWJ Field Editors, p. 58
Eight great takes on the proudest moments in Canoe Country for BWJ Field Editors. Hard
core paddling, fishing and adventure stories. Many believe it or not tales.
*BWCAW Campsite Review-Monthei, p. 78
Detailed descriptions and ratings of the 36 campsites on the BWCAW side of Crooked Lake.
SPRING 2018
*Cache Lake Challenge-Blazino, p. 4
Father and three young sons tackle Quetico’s toughest portaging route and discover many
rewards.
*Mosquitoes of Paradise-Wahlstrom, p. 12
Attitude adjustment, clothing, tripping strategies are all as much a part of Canoe Country bug
defense as DEET. This story is the last word on dealing with mosquitoes.
*BWCAW Heritage Trout—Hobbs, p. 20
Only 35 of Minnesota’s 10,000 lakes have completely naturally reproducing populations of
Lake Trout and have never been stocked. Most of them are off the Gunflint Trail. Learn what
lakes are Heritage Trout lakes and how to fish them.
*Speed Paddling the Voyageur Route-Johnson, p. 25
Bob “BeaV” Vollhaber sets a solo canoeing record of 91 hours from Rainy Lake to Grand
Portage. An impressive feat; read of paddling and portaging toughness.
*Revelations of a Canoe Country Guide-Osthoff, p. 30
BWJ Publisher/Wilderness Guide, Stu Osthoff, shares 40 years of canoe tripping savvy. This
is the definitive BWJ article on “putting it all together”; trip planning/paddling/portaging/
camping/fishing.
*Birding in the Boundary Waters-Kesselring, p. 48
Tips on how to find, observe and enjoy some of The Boundary Waters amazing 150 species
of birds.
*Against All Odds-Lundquist, p. 56
Tale of losing your dog in the BWCAW and the emotional roller coaster that ensuedultimately with a miraculous happy ending. Lots of food for thought about bringing your dog
along on your canoe trip.
*Making That First Trip a Good One, p. 62
BWJ Field Editors weigh in on how to plan and deliver a great first canoe trip experience for
rookies. Many schools of thought for both sides of the equation.
*Barefoot in the Park-Tade, p. 81
Meet Mark Zimmer who portages barefoot in the BWCAW and forages for edible plants on
his month-long solo trips.
*Highlights of the 2017 Quetico Angling Survey-Jackson, p. 91
Some interesting science and statistics behind our overall angling preferences and
performance while fishing Quetico.
*Quetico Spring-Teach, p. 94
Canoe Country Poetry
*Biffy Fit for a Queen-Secoy, p. 96
A humorous, yet practical approach for getting the wary to try wilderness canoe tripping.

WINTER 2017
*BWCAW Christmas Visit-Voytilla p. 4
A December visit to Amy & Dave Freeman’s winter camp during their amazing Year in the
Wilderness. What’s it really like to live in the BWCAW for a full year?
*Balancing Solitude and Camaraderie-Johnson p. 14
Solo winter camping adventure to Hegman/Little Bass Lake area. Comparing the solitude of
winter BWCAW travel to tripping with friends and family.
*Cold Hard Realities-Friedrichs p. 20
Winter Trout fishing off the Gunflint Trail; First impressions of BWCAW by a cancer
survivor.
*Living On The Edge-Osthoff p. 28
BWJ Publisher reports on his Colorado Elk hunting season, BWCAW October canoe trip and
Ely area deer hunting season.
*Breaking in the Girls-Simula p. 47
Savvy advice to parents on easing young girls into the whole canoe country experience. How
to make them love it and ask for more.
*Collective Wisdom-Winter Prep for Summer Paddling- p. 52
BWJ Contributing editors share their off-season routines for getting ready for another year of
paddling adventures. Great canoe trips are made in the winter: Get ready now.
*BWCAW Campsite Review-Monthei p. 70
Lakes One, Two, Three and Four
*BWCAW Rhythms-Barr p. 91
Solo BWCAW trip. Things to think about: goals and safety advice
*Outward Bound Girl-Harris-Bond p. 94
Teenage girl endures all the adversity of Quetico to discover the wilderness experience can
teach us a lot about ourselves.
FALL 2017
*Horse River Challenge-Cook p. 4
Elderly couple finds adventure on their annual Fall BWCAW trip;
Mudro/Horse/Crooked/Wagosh/Gun/Fairy/Boot/Fourtown
*Tuscarora Reconnaissance-Highlen-p. 10
Couple ventures into the Ham Lake fire zone-still a beautiful, wild place that nature is
reclaiming. September trip to Round/Brant/Gotter/Flying/Tuscarora/Crooked/Little Saganaga
*Shutting Down the Season-Brennan-p. 18
Solo October trip; Iron/Crooked/Horse River/Horse/Range. Australian closes out the
paddling season
*Grand Slam Spring/Summer 2017-Osthoff-p. 24
BWJ Publisher/Wilderness Guide reviews his canoeing/fishing in Quetico and Sutton River.
Great detailed how, when, where to fish trophy smallmouth, lake trout, walleye, pike, and
brook trout
*Quetico Revelations-Fondow-p. 44
Youth group learns some hard lessons on the epic Quetico adventure
*Far North Expeditions-Part Two-Kesselring-p. 52
All the inside info on making a Far North River trip happen

*Collective Wisdom-p. 64
BWJ Field Editors share the highlights of the all their own 2017 paddling adventures
*Have a Nice Day-Janssen-p. 80
Essay by a Canoe Country Veteran
*September Reunion-Carrier-p. 92
Fall Quetico trip; Cirrus/Kasakokwog/McAlpine/Batchewaung. Fishing
SUMMER 2017
*Route Less Traveled-Foley-p. 5
Husband/wife canoe trip into the very heart of the remote Quetico interior-super-remote,
tough portaging route & detailed campsite review;
Pickerel/Maria/Jesse/Baird/MetaCryst/Cutty/Heroshaw
*So Much Water, So Little Time-Osthoff-p.17
BWJ Publisher Stu Osthoff shares all he knows about maximizing your precious hours of
actual fishing time on your BWCAW/Quetico trips. Super-detailed info on fishing specific
species, at peak times in specific lakes. Best info on “go to” tackle and proven angling
strategies
*Thank you, Dr. Lang-Urbanik-p. 31
Wilderness essay on the importance of canoe country mentors
*Lure of the Far North-Part One-Why I Go-Kesselring p. 35
The motivation behind taking your wilderness canoe tripping adventures to the world’s most
revered rivers
*Northstar Canoes-Monthei-p. 47
The story behind the rebirth of Bell/Northstar Canoes; what many consider the very best in
wilderness tripping canoes
*Alone, But Not Lonely-Mead-p. 51
Quetico veteran tries his first kayak solo into Canoe Country; Basswood Lake
*Dog Days Smallmouth-Teach-p. 57
Proven tackle and tactics for late-summer trophy smallmouth in the BWCAW from the
expert on the matter
*Collective Wisdom-Wilderness Gear, Hits and Misses-p. 63
BWJ Field Editors report in on some of their favorite wilderness gear and of some items to
steer clear
*BWCAW Campsite Review-Henning-p. 91
The Lady Lakes Chain: Beth/Ella/Alton/Grace/Phoebe (Map that coincides with this appears
in Fall 2017)
SPRING 2017
*Spring Lake Trout Circuit-Kangas-p. 4
May trip through Tuscarora/Gillis/Little Saganaga/Gabimichigami-for Lakers
*That Lake Bushwack-Brenton-p. 12
Quetico adventure from Wink Lake into That Lake-for Spring Lake Trout
*Spring Solo-Rhodehamel-p. 18
Man and his dog-alone in late-May on The Man chain route
*All in the Family-Bunton-p. 24
Three generations reflect on a lifetime of great Quetico trips-passing on the passion

*What’s in Your Canoe-Osthoff-p. 30
The definitive BWJ article on what to pack for a wilderness canoe trip and the rationale
behind each item. Super-detailed, brand-name advice on the best, proven gear for
BWCAW/Quetico trips
*First Trip/Last Trip-Steiner-p. 46
Two couples join up for what promises to be the first trip for one and the very last for the
other; Beaver House/Cirrus/Kasakowog/McAlpine/Pickerel route
*Collective Wisdom-Life Lessons Learned in Canoe Country-p. 52
BWJ Field editors do some deep, soul-searching to share what a lifetime on the canoe trails
has taught them. It’s about so much more than camping/canoeing/fishing.
*BWCAW Campsite Review-Monthei-p. 70
Polly/Koma/Kawasachong/Square/Kawishiwi Lakes; lots of great camps here
*Twice as Nice-Blazino-p. 81
Family trip to Crooked/Argo/Brent/Willian/Darky/Maligne River. This trip illustrates how
much we miss the first time over a canoe route.
*Invasive Species Coming to Canoe Country-Brenton-p. 95
The threat of exotic plants and organisms is very real in Canoe Country, and there are steps
each of us can take to minimize their spread into the wilderness.
WINTER 2016
*Searching for Crag – Paulsen – p. 4
Winter ski trip in BWCAW – Round/Gotter/Green/Crag/Flying/Brant – Bushwacking Crowd
*Gunflint Renewal – Hennessy – p. 10
savvy advice for those who want to try a winter ski trip into the BWCAW
*BWCAW Cold Camping – McCarthy – p. 18
how to "cold camp" in BWCAW winters; all the gear and "know how" you need to pull it off
*Living on the Edge: Fall 2016 – Osthoff – p. 26
BWCAW fall color trip (Horse/Fourtown) and the 2016 Deer Elk hunting season
*The Voyageur Way – Johnson – p. 47
this group hand-made their own 26' north canoe, then paddled/portaged it through Quetico.
Quite the challenge at 260 lbs. over rough trails!
*Collective Wisdom: Canoe Country Hazards – BWJ Field Editors– p. 54
field editors share advice on minimizing exposure to lightning, high winds and other
wilderness hazards. 2016 was a bad year for trees falling on tents. Learn how to "camp
smart" out there.
*Lac La Croix First Nation –Monthei – p.81
learn about the First Nation people and their culture who still live next to the
BWCAW/Quetico on Lac La Croix
FALL 2016
*Clearwater Delight – Cook – p.4
fall BWCAW trip to Clearwater/Mountain/Watap/Caribou/Pine/Canoe/Alden/Bearskin
*October Surprise – Dailey – p.12
winter strikes early – turning this October canoe trip into an icy survival test. Thomas Lake
area
*Down Under Perspective – Brennan – p.19

father/son from Australia target the Quetico Grand Slam and catch trophies of all 4 species
Brent/Conmee/Argo area
*Canoe Country Black Bears – Spindler – p. 26
all about the fascinating black bears that live in the canoe country
*Grand Slam Spring/Summer – Osthoff – p. 34
trip by trip review by BWJ Publisher of his Grand Slam Guide Service trips through Quetico
in 2016. Lots of in-depth "where to go" and "how to" fishing advice
*Collective Wisdom – Believe it or Not – p. 53
BWJ Field Editors share their best – amazing, but true – Canoe Country tales
*Piragis Northwoods Company – Monthei – p. 75
the story behind the scenes at this favorite Ely shop and outfitter
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p. 82
Boot to Beartrap – Fairy/Gun/Moosecamp/Gull/Thunder/Angleworm/Home/South
Hegman/Little Bass
SUMMER 2016
*Go When You Can – Klos – p.4
emotional tribute to a special Dad for teaching his sons/grandsons the wilderness values of
canoe country
*Dear Dad Paulsen – Paulsen – p. 12
another thank you to Dad for inspiring a love of the outdoors in his son; a passion that has
taken him to the great paddling places of North America
*Camp Magic – Hallgren – p. 20
Quetico route through Falls Chain, Kawnipi, Mack Lake; great fishing and camp camaraderie
*The Herring Gull – Spindler – p. 27
fascinating profile of this common Boundary Waters bird
*Fishing From Shore In Canoe Country – Mead – p. 32
when, where and how to catch fish from shore in the Boundary Waters
*Portaging Like The Pros – Osthoff – p. 38
the definitive BWJ story on managing portage efficiency and safety while transcending the
ordinary canoe trip
*Through The Eyes Of A Toddler – Haverkamp – p. 54
Mom & Dad take 3-year-old daughter on here canoe trip; everyone learns a lot and has a
great time
*Collective Wisdom – High, Dry, And Happy – p. 60
BWJ field editors share valuable advice on staying dry in canoe country, from rain gear to
tents, tarps, how to pack gear, etc.
*Playing Around The Edges – Brotzler – p. 78
enjoying the BWCAW on day trips while base camping out of Superior National Forest
campgrounds
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p. 83
Isabella and Perent Lakes

SPRING 2016

*"Maligned" Again – Bird – p. 4
veteran paddlers are tested by strong spring flows getting up the Maligne River to the
hallowed fishing grounds of Sturgeon Lake
*Rising To The Top Of Canoe Country Angling – Osthoff – p. 10
the definitive BWJ article on how, when and where to enjoy world-class top water
smallmouth action in the BWCAW/Quetico
*Soloing For Solitude – Norbury – p. 26
solo BWCAW adventure Burntside, Crab, Cummings, Clark, Meat, Boulder area; detailed
campsite and portage info
*River Otters Of Canoe Country – Spindler – p. 35
the behavior and ecology of otters in canoe country
*Safely Navigating Quetico's Falls Chain – Lorenzen – p. 40
super-detailed description of how to navigate all eight of the dangerous portages along the
Falls Chain; must reading for all those traveling through here
*Collective Wisdom – Old vs. New Wilderness Canoe Tripping – p.48
BWJ field editors weigh in on new vs. old ways and gear; tried and true vs. latest high tech
*The BWCAW Fish Stocking Program – Friedrichs – p. 66
the latest role of fish stocking efforts within the BWCAW
*The Dangerous River – Jensen – p. 74
a first-hand account of a paddling adventure down the Nahanni River in Canada's Northwest
Territory; one of the world's elite paddling trips
*Veterans On The Lake – Monthei – p. 91
this BWCAW resort on Fall Lake near Ely caters specifically to American veterans and their
families
*Impatient As The Wind – Rolling – p. 95
wilderness essay on the delights and dilemmas of the BWCAW wilderness experience
*Gunflint/Ely Hosting Canoe Events – Rebollo – p. 98
where and when of 2016 area canoe events
WINTER 2015
*Winter On The Frost – Paulsen – p. 4
annual winter camp out with hot tents plus ski trips to lakes off Tuscarora and Gillis
*Fifty-Three Hours Of Winter – Witschen – p. 16
father/son endure untold challenges, bad luck and close calls to ski the Basswood River route
*Character Development In The BWCAW – Johnson – p. 24
youth group tackles the Angleworm Trail to winter camp in snow shelters
*Living On The Edge – Editor's Column – Osthoff – p. 30
fall 2015: BWJ publisher review his Colorado archery elk season, BWCAW fall trips and
deer season
*Fly Fishing The Canoe Country Grand Slam – Notbohm – p. 42
all the gear and know-how to get serious about fly fishing the BWCAW/Quetico
*Collective Wisdom –Canoe Country Delights – p. 54
BWJ field editors share their favorite things about wilderness canoe tripping and why they
mean so much to them
*Paddling Partners—Forever – Monthei – p. 68

tragedy strikes this couple on the Basswood River; lessons learned for canoeing and for life
*The Back Forty – Osthoff – p. 74
BWJ publisher shares what it is like to actually live, work, play and raise a family from a log
cabin on the edge of the BWCAW
*Zup's Fishing Resort And Canoe Outfitters – Monthei – p. 91
resort and outfitter profile
FALL 2015
*October Paddling – Smith – p. 4
a collection of Quetico/BWCAW late fall canoe trip memories
*221 Day Canoe Country Solo – Part Three – Fiedler – p. 12
late August til late October, epic solo journey concludes with many highlights and takeaways
*Jordon Lake Revival – Cook – p. 28
husband/wife team enjoy late September solitude on BWCAW trip
*Grand Slam Summer 2015 – Osthoff – p. 34
BWJ publisher reviews the adventures and spectacular fishing from four Quetico trips plus
Sutton River brook trout trips he guided in 2015; great where/how to fishing advice
*The Bending Branches Paddle Story – Monthei – p. 57
leading wood paddle manufacturer, a behind the scenes look at how the best paddles are
made
*Passing On A Passion For The Outdoors – Postler – p. 61
phy ed teacher shares wisdom from leading 67 BWCAW trips for high school kids; all the
thrills and spills, and encourages others to pass on the wilderness experience
*Don Beland—My Life In The Boundary Waters – Osthoff – p. 66
Boundary Waters icon Don Beland shares a lifetime of memories from guiding canoe trips,
running his resort/outfitting business, racing sled dogs, trapping in the BWCAW, knife
making and much more
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Dilemmas – p. 76
BWJ field editors share their biggest canoe country pet peeves and how to minimize their
negative impact on your wilderness canoe trip
SUMMER 2015
*A Trip For The Ages – Blazino – p. 4
three generations of this family enjoy fishing trip through northern Quetico
*Stormy Bushwhack Into Range Line Lake – Bailey – p. 12
high school boys endure July 22, 2014 windstorm and bushwhack out the Sioux Hustler Trail
*221 Day Canoe Country Solo—Part Two – Fiedler – p. 18
June, July, August segment of this epic solo canoe trip through Quetico
*Racking Up Double-Digit Lakes – Klos – p. 34
how, when, where to target 10-pound plus lake trout in BWCAW and Quetico
*Wabakimi Baptism—2014 – Clampitt – p. 43
harrowing tale of capsizing in cold, big water in Wabakimi; 2 hours battling wind &
hypothermia and the lessons learned
*Crystal Lake Solitude – Benson – p. 53

how to find BWCAW solitude without a lot of portaging during busy
August season
*Collective Wisdom – Sherpa Power – p. 58
BWJ field editors offer valuable advice on portaging techniques; learn how to develop your
own efficient/safe portaging routine
*Ely Folk School Opening This Summer – Powell – p. 75
the Ely Folk School will offer classes of all kinds: arts and crafts to outdoor skills
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Henning – p. 77
Takucmich, Trillium, Trygg, Tesaker, Gun, Little Beartrack, Eugene, Steep, South and North
Lakes campsite descriptions and reviews
*Centennial Trail – Monthei – p. 91
enjoy lots of Gunflint Trail history on this short day hike
*Girls' Week Out In BWCAW – Young – p. 94
this all-women's group enjoys great camaraderie on an aggressive loop below Lac La Croix
SPRING 2015
*Ice-Out Indoctrination – Richard – p. 4
a rookie joins veteran paddlers up Agnes, S chain for early season fishing and paddling
adventure
*Spring Escape – Demmer – p. 10
husband & wife get out early to paddle the Pagami burn through Kawishiwi Lake to Malberg
then Lady chain east to Sawbill; a scary spill in the current of the Phoebe River with cold
water provides lessons for all
*221 Day Canoe Country Solo – Fiedler – p. 18
BWJ photographer Gary Fiedler lives his dream trip, a continuous solo trip in the BWCAW
& Quetico from March 20 to October 26; here he awaits a late ice out on Fall Lake and
watches spring come alive in the Boundary Waters
*Wilderness Canoe Tripping At The Highest Level – Osthoff – p. 28
the definitive BWJ article on developing a mindset to make the absolute most of your canoe
trips: trip planning, canoeing, paddling, portaging, camp savvy, gear, real food menus and a
serious fishing approach; the more you put into wilderness canoe tripping, the more you'll get
back out of it; this article tells you how to make this happen
*The Alec Boostrom Story – Blackwell – p. 49
living off the land on the Gunflint Trail from 1914–1967; fascinating historical account of
Boostrom's work on the International Boundary Survey crew from 1915–1918; also trapping,
fishing, guiding and homesteading in the Boundary Waters
*Top Five Walleye Lures – Brauer – p. 58
the best proven strategies and tackle for canoe country walleyes, when to use what; valuable
walleye advice from a real expert
*Collective Wisdom – Paddle Power – p. 64
BWJ field editors share lots of paddle stroke advice: bent shaft vs straight shaft, hut stroke vs
J-stroke; special paddling situations: wind, current, angling, kids and more
*Rules Of Engagement In The BWCAW – Friedrichs – p. 94
strange but true tales illustrating the BWCAW regulations and why it is so important for us
all to follow and respect them

WINTER 2014
*Romancing The BWCAW Winter – Paulsen – p. 4
hard-core winter campers ski on through tough conditions to find adventure and
companionship
*Winter Camping With The Kids – Waltenbaugh – p. 16
wall tent & wood stove makes for the perfect approach to get the kids interested in winter
camping; gear essentials
*Living On The Edge – Editor's Column – Osthoff – p. 22
October BWCAW fall color trip into Beartrap River country plus 2014 deer hunting season
review
*Wild Girls Night Out – Zuaro – p. 35
bad windstorm hits an all-women's group on Loon Lake, knocking big trees onto tents
inflicting serious injuries with evacuation needed
*Planning Your Groups Canoe Trip – Volkening – p. 39
all the pre-trip planning details are important for successful wilderness canoe trips
*Collective Wisdom – One Last Trip – p. 46
BWJ field editors sit back and imagine if they could take just one final canoe trip….where
would it be, with who, what would they do, etc.
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p. 64
East Bearskin, Alder, Canoe, Crystal, Moon, Deer, Caribou, Little Caribou and Crocodile
Lakes campsites are all described in detail and rated
*The Quetico Foundation – Kesselring – p.73
the history and mission of this 60-year-old organization which is looking out for the future of
Quetico
*The Geezer Route – Budd – p. 78
Quetico route, summer trip: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Kasakokwog, McAlpine, Batchewaung;
easy portage route with good fishing
*Mother/Daughter Wilderness Tripping – Daanen – p. 91
a mother watches her daughter grow up on the canoe trails; helping teenage girls develop an
interest/passion for the outdoors
*Daypack Delights – Osthoff – p. 97
how to carry/organize all the gear you need while on the trail each day
FALL 2014
*Weird Lake Moose Country – Cook – p. 4
autumn husband/wife BWCAW trip: Sawbill, South Temperance, Weird, Jack, Kelly, Burnt,
Snake, Smoke lakes; lots of rutting moose
*September Trout And Pictographs – Foley – p.12
autumn husband/wife Quetico trip: Nym, Batchewaung, Maria, Jesse, Elizabeth, Lonely,
Sturgeon, Rouge, Burntside, Jean, Quetico lakes; lake trout fishing & Burntside Lake
campsite review
*Colorful First Encounter – Demmer – p. 22
fall BWCAW trip: Oyster, Finger, Lac La Croix lakes; first timer gets a good first impression
*Grand Slam Summer 2014 – Osthoff – p.27

BWJ publisher reviews the adventures and fishing from five Quetico trips and two Sutton
River trips he guided in 2014; great where to/how to fishing advice
*North American Bear Center – Monthei – p. 48
learn all about this "must see" Ely attraction
*Collective Wisdom – Moving Water Savvy For Canoe Country – p. 52
BWJ field editors give valuable advice on safely handling current areas in the
BWCAW/Quetico
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.70
Ensign Lake 39 campsites reviewed/rated
*Recollections Of Growing Up "Up North" – Tapio – p. 81
seasonal highlights of living near the BWCAW
*Boundary Waters Fall – Teach – p.98
autumn Boundary Waters poetry
SUMMER 2014
*Circumnavigating Quetico – Gregoire – p. 4
Father/son reconnect on a 17-day trip around the Quetico perimeter; adventure travel, no
fishing
*50th Anniversary Of Wilderness Act – Monthei – p. 10
a look back at the 1964 National Wilderness Act: the unique history of how the BWCAW
became a designated wilderness area and what the future holds for "America's Favorite
Wilderness Area"
*Paddling The Pagami Burn – Friedrichs – p. 19
paddling through the BWCAW's largest forest fire zone (93,000 acres) two years after the
blaze; seeing the rebirth of the forest and an update on campsites and more
*Girl Scouts In The BWCAW – McNally – p.24
50 years of Girl scouting/canoe tripping in the BWCAW, program leaders recall trip
highlights and scouting accomplishments
*Canoe Country Grand Slam Series Part 4-Northern Pike – Osthoff, Brauer, Fisk – p. 32
the definitive BWJ article on when, how and where to fish BWCAW/Quetico northern pike;
super-detailed advice on tactics and tackle: includes pike lakes index with synopsis and
ratings for 35 Quetico lakes and 33 BWCAW lakes
*The Ultimate Day Trip – Morris – p. 49
solo kayak trip from Ely to Gunflint in less than 24 hours
*Collective Wisdom – Beating The Heat – p. 58
BWJ field editors give valuable advice for coping with summer heat while paddling,
portaging and camping
*Tackling Top-End Smallmouth – Teach – p.78
targeting 20-inch plus smallmouth with the Strike King Zulu 5-inch soft plastic jerk baits
*Seeking Peace – Prouty – p.82
wilderness essay
*Rock Solid Return – Weiss – p. 91
returning a BWCAW rock souvenir to its rightful place on the Granite River
SPRING 2014
*Solo Challenge – Norbury – p. 4

spring solo trip: Little Indian Sioux River North, Loon, Beartrack, Finger, Pocket,
Gebonequet, Oyster, Hustler, Lynx, Shell, Lower Pauness; adventure, wildlife; no fishing
*Winds Of August – Janssen – p. 14
Quetico fishing trip to north end of Agnes; paddling and fishing in high winds
*French Lake Mystery – Pierce – p. 24
a strange natural phenomenon few canoe country paddlers have ever seen
*Canoe Country Grand Slam Series–Part 3–Lake Trout – Osthoff, Colgate – p. 28
the definitive BWJ article on when, how and where to fish BWCAW/Quetico lake trout:
super-detailed advice on tactics and tackle that are proven to work; includes lake trout index
with synopsis and ratings for 55 Quetico lakes and 32 BWCAW lakes
*Collective Wisdom – Campsite Savvy – p .44
BWJ field editors give valuable advice on setting up on a safe, comfortable and enjoyable
canoe country campsite
*The Ultimate Canoe Country Bushwhack – Zabokrtsky – p. 61
amazing cross country hike & swim from Atikokan to Ely; think you could walk through the
woods and swim the waters of the Quetico/BWCAW? this guy makes it happen
*The Packing List – Foley – p. 72
all the essentials for your canoe trip checklist
*Emergency Protocol For The BWCAW/Quantico – Monthei – p. 79
what to do if your group has an emergency in the wilderness including communicating
messages to rescue personnel
th
*40 Anniversary Canoe Trip – Joseph – p. 95
these two couples have been paddling the canoe country together for 40 years and still loving
it
WINTER 2013
*Sawbill At Thirty-Five Below – Hennessy – p. 4
overnight ski/camping trip in intense cold
*Winter Pursuit – Haugen-Wente – p. 9
winter camping with a wolf pack on Thunder Lake
*Living On The Edge – Editor's Column – Osthoff – p. 12
BWJ publisher reviews his BWCAW fall color trip (Little Indian Sioux River, Lower
Pauness, Lynx, Heritage, Hustler, Oyster, Moose River and the 2013 hunting season
*A Grand Dream – Johnson – p. 21
father/daughter paddle from Crane Lake to Grand Portage in 11 days in his hand-made cedar
strip canoe
*400 Miles Down The Noatak River – Kesselring – p. 32
paddling with 3 women down Alaska's pristine river through mountains, grizzlies and
caribou; far north adventure paddling
*Collective Wisdom – Searching For Solitude – p. 44
BWJ field editors give tips on how, when and where to find canoe country wilderness
solitude
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.63
Knife Lake's 57 campsites located and evaluated; super-detailed info in Knife Lake campsites
*Fly Fishing BWCAW Bass And Pike – Watkins – p. 78
how-to tactics for bass/pike in September on a flyrod

*Back Again – Burgman – p.93
wilderness essay on camp camaraderie
*Boundary Waters Winter – Teach – p.98
wilderness poetry
FALL 2013
*Fairy Lake Magic – Cook – p.4

BWCAW fall trip: Mudro, Fourtown, Boot, Fairy, Gun, Beartrap
*Still Going Strong – Volkening – p.12
fall Quetico trip; two 60-year olds paddle 156 miles around Quetico on an ultralight, single portage,
travel trip
*The Alton Lake Tragedy – Fleck – p.22
An experienced couple perishes after capsizing in an October storm; lessons to learn
*Grand Slam Summer – Osthoff – p.32
BWJ publisher reviews the adventure and fishing from five Quetico trips and two Sutton River trips
he guided in 2013; great fishing advice
*Racing The Ice – Hennessy – p.54
late October travel trip on the brink of freeze-up: Saganaga, Northern Lights, Greers, North, South,
Rose & Duncan
*Quetico Ridley Research Library – Monthei – p.58
inside the greatest resource on Quetico Park
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Brotherhood – p.62
BWJ field editors cover ways to help fellow paddlers in canoe country and inspire wilderness ethics
while on the canoe trails, and why it matters
*Quetico Campsite Review – Foley p.91
Basswood Lake - North Bay and Lost Bay; 28 campsites located and rated in detail

SUMMER 2013
*Back To Bentpine – Maas – p.4
family canoe/fishing trip to Quetico, Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Stugeon,
Bentpine & Badwater; walleye fishing
*The North American Beaver – Spindler – p.12

beaver ecology in canoe country
*Canoe Country Grand Slam Series–Part 2–Walleye – Osthoff, Brauer, Blazino, Maas – p.18
the definitive BWJ article on when, how and where to fish BWCAW/Quetico walleye; super-detailed
advice on tactics and tackle that are proven to work; includes walleye lake index with synopsis and
ratings for 75 Quetico lakes and 60 BWCAW lakes
*A Wood Canoe – Fleck – p.44
the romance and intrigue of paddling wood canoes, Old Towns and Seligas through Quetico
*The Early Days Of BWCAW Scouting – Hall – p.48
scouts taking BWCAW canoe trips in the 1940s
*Collective Wisdom – Bears And Bug Phobia – p.52
BWJ field editors share savvy advice for dealing with canoe country bears and camp bugs; don't let
bugs and bears spoil your canoe trip
*Stars Of The Hegman Lake Pictographs – Glonek – p.80
a theory explaining the meaning behind the pictographs based on seasons and constellations
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Doubleday –p.91
Ogishkemuncie Lake, 11 campsites rated in detail

*Boundary Waters Summer – Teach – p.98
wilderness poetry

SPRING 2013
*Come What May – River – p.4
solo tripping in May before most people arrive; no bugs, good fishing and lots of wildlife;
safety and gear recommendations for cold-weather tripping
*Wild Women of A Certain Age – Greenley – p.13

group of women, all in their 60s, still enjoying the canoe trails; the keys for planning and pulling off
great canoe trips with special camaraderie
*Destined for Delahey – Foley – p.16
Quetico route to the infamous Olive Jar on Delahey Lake; jar contains trip messages from fellow
paddlers over the years; includes campsite reviews of Camel, Veron and Delahey Lakes
*Canoe Country Grand Slam Series–Part 1–Smallmouth – Osthoff – p.28
BWJ Publisher and guide Stu Osthoff shares 35 yrs of hard-core canoe country smallmouth fishing
experience; this is the definitive BWJ article on when, how and where to fish BWCAW/Quetico
smallmouth; super detailed advice on tactics and tackle that really work: includes smallmouth lake
index with synopsis and ratings for 50 BWCAW and 108 Quetico lakes
*Down the Coppermine – Sproat – p.46
A 40-day "Far North" paddling adventure down the Northwest Territories' Coppermine River;
whitewater, caribou, grizzlies and the thrill of paddling to the Coronation Gulf on the Arctic Ocean
*Collective Wisdom – Bayley Bay Rescue – p.58
BWJ field editors share their advice for cold-water rescue of capsized paddlers in heavy wind/waves;
be ready if some day you are either the one in the water or doing the rescuing; super valuable advice
that could save a life
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.82
Cherokee Lake, 20 campsites are rated in detail
*Boundary Waters Spring – Teach – p.98
Inspirational poetry

WINTER 2012
*Defying Conventional Wisdom – Osthoff – p. 4

winter hike into Thomas Lake, heated wall tent camp and lake trout adventure; how to "do it
yourself" BWCAW winters trips
*Softcore Winter Camping – Voytilla – p. 12
BWCAW winter camping in comfort just a few miles from the trailhead
*Fishing With "Charlie" – Carrier – p. 18
mentoring teenager to get hooked on canoe country; fishing Crooked, Roland, Argo, Darky & Minn
*Living on The Edge – Editor's Column – Osthoff – p.26
BWJ Publisher shares his BWCAW fall deer hunting trip stories
*The Italian Battalion: A Pack Story – Wahlstrom – p.36
canoe trip camaraderie and tradition overcome adversity
*Good Country for Old Men – Isle – p.43
a canoe trip reunion shows you are never too old for another BWCAW trip
*Collective Wisdom – Water, Water Everywhere—But Where Am I To Go? – p.47
BWJ field editors share route planning savvy and hard-earned advice for selecting canoe trip routes
*Boundary Waters Brookies – Strandlund, Strom, Kaiser – p. 69
BWCAW brook trout waters; where, when and how to fish them
*The Vermilion River Route – Smith – p.80

*Gunflint Trail Fire & Rescue Squad – Kaiser – p. 91
*Hunters Island – Teach – p.98
wilderness poetry

FALL 2012
*Burt Beckons – Colgate & Rud – p.4

September lake trout trip to Quetico, Burt, Darky Argo Lakes
*Testing the Limits – Monthei – p.16
BWCAW fall trip to Tuscarora, Gillis, Crooked during Pagami Lake fire
*A Wild October – Danielson – p. 27
a four-week trip adventure in Quetico with plenty of natural challenges
*Grand Slam Summer 2012 – Osthoff – p.37
BWJ publisher Stu Osthoff reviews his summer of guiding Quetico fishing trips for bass, walleyes,
lake trout and pike, plus Sutton River brook trout
*Ober's Long Season – Glover – p.52
the history of Ernest OberHoberholtzer in the canoe country, including his 1909 Quetico trip that
inspired him to become one of the area's major conservationists
*Swimming Across Quetico – Nelson – p. 56
Tom Hainey swam nearly 50 miles across the top of Quetico in 1993; the incredible story of how and
why he did it
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Trip Dynamics – p.61
BWJ field editors examine managing canoe trip group dynamics; advice for leaders and participants
on how to enjoy each other's company in the wilderness
*Paddling Whitewater: A Primer – Kesselring – p.91
a primer on the basics of whitewater canoeing skills and know how
*5-Star – Teach – p. 97
wilderness poetry

SUMMER 2012
*Quetico Trout Hole – Olson – p.4

fishing summertime lake trout on Quetico's big Pickerel Lake
*Spirits Of Kawa Bay – Hillman – p.10

visiting the former Native American settlement site on Kawnipi Lake
*Transcendent Canoe Trip Strategies – Osthoff – p.14

ten ways to surpass the ordinary canoe trip; real changes that can immediately pay big dividends on
your canoe trips
*Call Of The Loon – Spindler – p.28
loon behavior and ecology in the Boundary Waters
*The Art Of The Weekender – Notbohm – p. 36
short BWCAW trips that can still deliver solitude, great fishing and wonderful canoe trip

memories
*Sophomoric Tripping – Wachtel – p.49
a high school boys' group tackles the challengers of the BWCAW
*Collective Wisdom – Hunters Island Showdown Debate – p.53

our field editors explain what they like/dislike about Stu and Rob's respective canoe tripping styles
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.79
Brent, Bat, Gillis, Crooked, Tuscarora, Missing Links
*Recipe For Self-indulgence – DeValk – p.94
canoe tripping in style and cooking great camp meals

SPRING 2012

*Lessons Of The Lakes – Sproat – p.5
focuses on the life lessons that teenagers can learn on the canoe trails. Gunflint Trail canoe routes
*Pagami Fire Scramble – Stierman – p.9
this group had to abort their fishing plans and dodge the massive Pagami Creek forest fire through
Insula/Thomas; sound advice if you are ever caught by a forest fire
*Hunters Island Showdown – Osthoff & Kesselring – p.16
account of this classic route through Quantico; authors co-guide a group of eight with contrasting
canoe tripping styles; lots of great gear, paddling, portaging & camping advice
*Walleyes Before The Storm – Maas – p.36
savvy BWCAW "how to" advice; targeting trophies as storm fronts approach
*Listening Point – Heather Monthei – p.40
A close-up look at the history and impact of Sigurd Olson's Burntside Lake retreat; this was the place
that inspired the Boundary Waters most revered writer and conservationist
*Coping With Rain – Foley – p.45
strategies for keeping dry in canoe country; from boots to raingear, tents and tarps
*Pike Of A Lifetime – Walsh – p.54
the story behind a Cirrus Lake 47" monster pike with 23-inch girth
*Collective Wisdom – Top Ten Tips For Rookies – p.56
great advice on avoiding the common greenhorn pitfalls
*Minnesota Citizen Lake Monitoring Program – Volkening – p.76
how BWCAW paddlers help collect water quality samples on canoe trips to help manage the area's
lakes
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Hicks – p.78
Finger, Pocket, Gebeonequet, Green, Rocky and Oyster Lakes
*From Pixels To Paint—Stephen J. Kraseman, Quetico Artist – Nelson – p.91
*Why Squirrels Don’t Swim – Hillman – p. 96
tory about a man and his animal friend

WINTER 2011
*Margin Of Error – Hennessy – p.4

BWCAW winter ski trip; winter camping on Homer Lake; skiing the Verne River to Jack Lake
*Winter Renewal – Johnson – p.11
Hegman Lake trip with teenagers; building snow caves and winter camping savvy
*Paddling Basswood, Pondering Life – Wahlstrom – p.18
canoe trip to Basswood Lake; visiting the 1,100-year-old cedar tree on Rice Bay; paddling philosophy
*Crash Into Swartman – Young – p.28
bushwhack into the pictographs on remote Swartman Lake; below Kawnipi Lake & McVicar Bay.
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.34
Fall 2011: BWJ publisher reviews his Colorado elk hunting season and BWCAW deer hunts
*Weeney Lake PMA – Hicks – p.41

spring canoe trip into Weeney Lake Primitive Management Area north of Hustler Lake
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Wildlife Encounters – p.52
BWJ field editors enjoy recalling their favorite BWCAW/Quetico wildlife memories
*Wings Over The BWCAW – Monthei – p.68
U.S. Forest Service: how they manage BWCAW with floatplanes; the seaplane base on
Shagawa Lake and info on firefighting planes
*Kopka River Adventure – Kesselring – p.73

another Far North river trip; a whitewater injury challenges group leader and the trip goals
*Gunflint Pines Resort & Campground – Monthei – p.76
resort profile from along Gunflint Trail
*Quetico Campsite Review – Foley – p.81
Saganagons Lake
FALL 2011

*Vista Lake Visitor – Cook – p.4
BWCAW trip: Ham, Cross Bay, Rib George, Karl, Long Island, Muskey, Kiskadinna, Omega &
Vista Lake; a special bull moose encounter under the harvest moon
*Quetico Duo – Sirmans – p.12
Beaverhouse Lake to Ely fall trip; solitude, wildlife, fall colors, & coping with wind/weather
*Canoe Country Smallmouth Obsession – Osthoff – p.22
a review of BWJ Publisher Stu Osthoff’s 2011 canoe/fishing guiding trips season; lots of detailed
advice on how, when & where to target smallmouth in BWCAW/Quetico from 5 trips; plus 2011
Sutton River Brook trout trip
*North Country Eagles Take Off – Spindler – p.36
bald eagle ecology & behavior in the canoe country
*Misstep At Chatterton Falls – Roth – p.42
a serious accident/injury at Chatterton Falls necessitates a helicopter evacuation; a real canoe country
adventure
*Uncle Judd Cleveland – Hillman – p.51
the life story of an early Ely pioneer: prospecting and living off the land up the Fernberg Trail.
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Grub – p. 55
BWJ field editors share their “Go to meals” for canoe country breakfast, lunch and dinners; food
prep, packing and cooking tips; everything needed to eat great on canoe trips.
*Blackstone Country – Foley – p.72
a Quetico adventure into remote Blackstone Lake on a fall trip
*Pow Wow Trail Adventure – Brotzler – p.91
BWCAW hiking trail, an overnight trip on the Pow Wow
SUMMER 2011
*Kahshahpiwi Base Camp – Tade – p.4
base camp fishing trip: Basswood, Shade, Yum Yum, McNiece, Kahshahpiwi; bass & trout fishing
*Pinch Point Walleyes – Brauer – p.15
Reading the landscape to target Quetico walleye action; plus detailed tackle advice on how to fish
these hotspots
*Two Old Guys – Erickson – p.18
70-year-old friends paddle a big BWCAW loop and prove you’re never too old: Little Indian Sioux
River, Loon, Slim, Steep, Eugene, Beartrack, Thumb, Finger, Pocket, Lac La Croix, Iron Crooked,
Horse River, Horse Lake, Tin Can & Mudro
*The Fungus Lake PMA – Kellgren – p.25
backcountry solitude in this BWCAW Primitive Management Area: Lake Isabella, Perent River,
Ferne Lake
*Quest For A Fly-Fishing Grand Slam – Notbohm – p.32
how and where to land Quetico trout, bass, pike and walleye on a fly: McAree, Pond, Wicksteed,
Darky, William, Brent, Cone, Argo & Crooked
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.44
The past 25-year history by BWJ Publisher, a BWCAW/Quetico lifestyle
*Chik-Wauk Museum – Monthei – p.55

a must-see natural history museum of the Gunflint Trail
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Dress Code – p.59
BWJ field editors cover the clothing they use and recommend for wilderness canoe trips; from boots
and socks to pants, shirts, jackets and hats
*Lessons Learned—The Hard Way – LeRoy – p.75
swamped and wind bound for days on an island in Seagull Lake; yet still having a great trip
*Father’s Greatest Gift – Leirfallom – p.79
passing on the canoe country tradition to our children
*Rock Solid Trip – Weiss – p.91
a decision to pack out a souvenir rock from the BWCAW is made right years later
*Measuring Up – Aslanian – p.97
is the measure of a man how he stands up in the face of canoe trip adversity?
SPRING 2011
*Springtime In Quetico – Foley – p.4
Grand Slam spring fishing on Quetico’s Cirrus Lake
*Late May On Agamok – Tveter – p.15
BWCAW trip: Round, Peter, Gabimichigami, Agamok; lake trout fishing
*When The Wheels Fall Off – Janssen – p.24
sometimes bad weather, bad fishing and bad luck dominate the wilderness experience; true believers
soldier on
*Evolving As A wilderness Canoe Tripper – Osthoff – p.32
advice on moving through the stages from beginner to expert; keeping the challenge and passion
alive
*Brule Lake Thief – Hopke – p.44
a crafty loon steals all the bait off the hooks of bewildered anglers
*Collective Wisdom – Staying Found In Canoe Country – p. 46
BWJ field editors share navigation tricks and skills for wilderness canoe travel
*Fishing Down Deep In Canoe Country – Brauer – p.64
tackle, techniques & strategies for fishing walleyes and lake trout down deep
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.74
Alice, Thomas & Hatchet Lakes
*Tuscarora Lodge & Outfitters – Monthei – p.93
resort/outfitter profile: resort on Round Lake, Gunflint Trail
WINTER 2010
*Skiing The Kawishiwi – Hennessy – p.4
Kawishiwi Lake,Polly; winter camping
*Winter Camping Challenges – Voytilla – p.8
snowshoe into Topper Lake; winter camp in heated wall tent
*When Light Is Right – Brauer – p.13
essential tackle & techniques for canoe country fishing
*Lighten UP – Volkening – p.19
canoe tripping ultralight style, single portaging, travel fast, light & far
*Senior Tripped – Landwehr – p.27
humorous account of naïve teenagers taking their first BWCAW canoe trip in 1979
*Across The Arctic Divide: Part II – Kesselring – p.38
analysis of the psychological & emotional challenges and fulfillment of Far North wilderness canoe
canoe expeditions
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.48
Fall 2010 BWCAW deer hunting

*Collective Wisdom – Misc. Canoe Tripping Gear – p.58
BWJ field editors review their Top 10 favorite canoe camping gadgets
*Driven By The Dogs – Hering – p.75
profile: Kelly Murphy, BWCAW dog sled outfitter & fishing guide
*No Country For Old Men – Janssen – p.92
advice on canoe tripping & BWCAW routes for folks past “middle age”
FALL 2010
*September Surprise – Foley – p.4
Quetico fall trip: Saganaga, Ottertrack, Plough, Man Chain, Saganagons
*Summer In September – Budd – p.15
Quetico fall trip: Argo, Brent, William, Wicksteed; fishing for Grand Slam
*Lure Of September – Prince – p.22
weather challenges of fall paddling in canoe country
*Rendezvous On Slim Lake – Cook – p.28
wolf howling encounters in western BWCAW
* Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.35
Summer 2010, Stu reports on his Grand Slam Guide Service trips; another great season of great
Quetico fishing
*Ring Rocks And Jackfish – Hillman – p.49
fictional story about BWCAW logging era & mythical jackfish
*Collective Wisdom – “Why I Go” – p.54
BWJ field editors share their own motivations & rewards of wilderness canoe tripping
*Arctic Canoe Expedition – Kesselring – p.75
Northwest Territory 30-day wilderness trip Part I; report on the fate of Arctic caribou herds
*Land Beyond The Blue – Johnson – p.91
BWCAW archery deer hunt, Cummings Lake
SUMMER 2010
*Maymaygwayshi Spirits – Young – p.4
Quetico trip, July: Basswood River, Crooked, Robinson & Deer Lakes, fishing & pictograph
memories
*Three Weeks In The BWCAW – Rowe – p.10
BWCAW trip, British couple tours BWCAW: Crab, Cummings, entire Little Indian Sioux River,
Pauness, Shell, Lynx, Hustler, Oyster, Gebeouequet, Lac La Croix, Iron, Crooked, Horse River &
Mudro Lakes
*La Bonga The Greatest Voyageur – Hillman – p.20
historical essay of fur-trapper-era legend
*BWCAW Tripping With Kids – Johnson – p.26
tips for parents making canoe tripping fun for young children
*Ken’s Last Portage – Jackson – p. 32
canoe partners carry out last request of a dear friend: taking his ashes to Quetico
*Paddling Through Life – Monthei – p.44
Ken & Carol Henning; 52 years of BWCAW trips together
*Why I Go – Philosophical Essay – Osthoff – p.54
BWJ Publisher Stu Osthoff articulates the motivations & rewards of chasing after the wilderness
wilderness experience
*Collective Wisdom – Overnight Accomodations – p.64
BWJ field editors describe their favorite gear for shelter & sleeping in canoe country: tents, tarps,
sleeping bags
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Hicks – p.94

Kawishiwi River Triangle, plus Clear Lake
SPRING 2010
*Lemay Lake Or Bust – Tade – p.5
Quetico trip, Kawnipi area, fishing
*Canoe Tripping With 360° Headwinds – Osthoff – p.11
Paddling skills; “how to” paddling advice for dealing with canoe country winds
*What Took You So Long – Rutherford – p.21
a woman’s first BWCAW canoe trip experience
*Big Sag Baptism – Ring – p.26
capsize on Saganaga in dangerous spring cold water
*The Great Leech Raid – Bauman – p.35
even friends can get desperate when the bait runs low
*The Widjiwagan Story – Monthei – p.40
Camp Widjiwagan story, teaching wilderness values & developing character in teenagers: a
also keeping the Seliga canoe tradition alive
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Packs – p.47
BWJ field editors share their canoe pack preferences & packing know-how
*Ribbon Rock – Hillman – p.64
visiting Dorothy Molter’s old homestead
*Walleyes And Kids: No Bait, No Problem – Blazino – p.66
fishing; tackle & techniques for canoe country walleyes without real bait
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.73
Gabbro,Bald Eagle, Turtle Lakes
*Fun Times Await At Fenske Lake Cabins – Monthei – p.91
resort profile: Fenske Lake Cabins
WINTER 2009
*Skiing The Granite River – Hennessey – p.5
*Love Of The North – Pisarik – p.9
remembering canoe trips with Dad by looking through the tackle box
*The Sundial PMA – Kellgren – p.15
Mudro,Fourtown,Beartrap,Sunday,Sterling Creek & Lake, Stuart Lake; portaging into a
Primitive Management Area
*Freestyle Canoeing – Kesselring – p.23
dancing with your canoe
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Paddles – p.25
BWJ field editors share advice on their favorite canoe paddles
*Adventure In Woodland Caribou Park – Carrier – p.37
Far North paddling trip report
*Recollections Of A Grand Slam Adventure – Hering – p.49
Quetico fishing trip; Agnes,Louisa,Glacier,McEwen,Kawnipi,Agnes
*BWCAW Dream Hunt – Osthoff – p.56
paddle in November rifle deer hunt
*Solo Ice Travel – Pula – p.67
traveling in BWCAW lakes in winter
*Simply Lake Trout – Atkinson – p.76
how to fish canoe country lake trout: tips & tackle
*Quetico Campsite Review – Foley – p.91
the Man Chain

FALL 2009
*Up Kahshahpiwi-Down Agnes – Foley – p.5
Quetico fall trip
*Paradise Found – Walters – p.13
BWCAW trip: Moose,Ensign,Trident; fishing largemouth bass & walleye
*Quetico River Run – Bracken – p.19
Quetico spring trip: Maligne River,Namakan River,Quetico River
*Passing On The Wilderness Experience – Burgman – p.25
advice on how to get kids interested in wilderness canoe trips & the outdoors
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Accessories – p.35
BWJ field editors veview their favorite canoe yokes, seat pads, map cases, lashing gear, skid
plates
*Late October In The BWCAW – Smith – p.43
the appeal of fall canoe tripping
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.48
Stu reviews another season of his Grand Slam Guide Service trips to Quetico, the BWCAW
& Sutton River; lots of fishing action & where to go advice
*Wind, Fire & Growth – Igoe – p.68
aftermath & regrowth following the Cavity & Ham Lake fires
*Borderline Miserable – Mead – p.75
Quetico summer trip: Agnes,Louisa,Fauquier,Star & then bushwhack over to Agnes Lake
*Cranberry Bog – Reiten – p.83
harvesting wild cranberries in Quetico
*Wakakimi Time Machine – Kesselring – p.91
Far North trip report Wabakimi Provincial Park
SUMMER 2009
*Quetico-Superior 100th Anniversary – Nelson – p.5
*Coping With Baitless And Barbless – Rowen – p.10
tackle & strategies for fishing Quetico without live bait or barbed hooks
*Portages-The Dreaded P-Word – Heep – p.16
portaging tips & techniques
*Quetico Ranger Tales – Johnson – p.24
*Collective Wisdom – Canoe Country Hydration – p.31
BWJ field editors on water purification gear & methods & other canoe trip drinking
advice
*Top 10 Lessons Learned In 30 Years of Guiding Wilderness Canoe Trips – Osthoff – p.44
*Fishing Where The Fish Are – Brauer – p.54
custom fitting a portable fish locator & using it to fish canoe country lakes
*The Great Fish Guts Debate – Furtman – p.64
a review of proper disposal of fish remains in canoe country
*Survival Common Sense – Kesselring – p.68
canoe trip survival savvy & gear
*Falls Chain To Kawnipi – Morgan – p.76
Quetico summer trip; bass & pike fishing
*Living The Experience – Shermock – p.82
wilderness essay & memories
*Grand Slam Lures – Teach – p.91
top baits for canoe country trout, bass, walleye & pike
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.96
Upper & Lower Pauness Lakes

SPRING 2009
*Solo Rejuvenation – Hicks – p.5
BWCAW solo trip: Sawbill,Mesaba,Malberg,Adams,Polly & Phoebe
*Collective Wisdom – Tandem Canoes – p.13
BWJ field editors on their favorite tandem canoe model for BWCAW,Quetico
*Tempting Fate – Blazino – p.23
capsize & rescue in cold water of Batchewaung Lake
*Canoeing With The Creak – Sakariassen – p.28
older vs. younger generation in canoe country
*Forty Years Ago On Fourtown – Nagel – p.31
fishing on Fourtown Lake in the 1970s
*Black Boot Crew – Neumann – p.40
family canoe trips with kids age 6-12 years old
*Walleye Strategies And Tackle – Brauer – p.48
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Monthei – p.55
Horseshoe,Pierz Lakes
*Eating Well In The Wild – Foley – p.58
adding variety & taste to dried food meals
*The Hard Way To McKenzie – Braur – p.64
bushwhacking a new route possibility into Quetico’s McKenzie Lake
*Little Things That Make A Big Difference – Osthoff – p.72
canoe accessories, camp gear, clothing & fishing equipment for canoe country
*Following – Pisarik – p.79
solo canoeist essay traces historical route
*Top 20 “Must See” Quetico Sites – Blazino – p.92
WINTER 2008
*Solo Winter Travel In BWCAW – Pula – p.5
*New Quetico Horizons – Springfield – p.13
Quetico summer trip: Crooked,Argo,Brent,Burt,Kahshahpiwi,Sark,Russell,Sturgeon,
Maligne River,Lac La Croix; fishing
*Somewhere Out There – Hway – p.20
dogsled adventure from Moose Lake along the border to Grand Portage
*Honor Thy Father – Stanbary – p.31
remembering a Father & canoe trip partner; BWCAW,Quetico fishing trips
*The Passion Revealed – Hicks – p.35
summer BWCAW trip: Angleworm,Horse,Gull,Beartrap; walleye & pike fishing
*River Of Dreams – Osthoff – p.43
report on Far North tripping; world-class brook trout fishing on Sutton River
*The Hudson Bay Blanket Story – Burgman – p.55
*More Paddling, Less Portaging – Foley – p.59
Quetico fall trip: Pickerel,McAlpine,Kasakokwog,Quetico,Oriana,Jesse,Maria,Pickerel
*Quetico Campsite Review – Foley – p.65
Jessie,Marie Lakes
*The Bell Canoe Story – Osthoff – p.69
profile of the Bell Canoe Company
*A Day With Roger – Strom – p.76
a non-angler accompanies a fishing group with surprising results
*Sturgeon-Elder Statesman Of Quetico – Spindler – p.79
Sturgeon Lake ecology & fishing

*Quetico Kinship – Weiss – p.91
Quetico trip: Saganaga to Ottertrack, pike fishing
*Tough Sleddin’ – Osthoff – p.101
winter camping trip to Oyster Lake; trout fishing
FALL 2008
*Prime Time Paddling – Foley – p.5
Quetico September trip: Lac La Croix,Crooked,Elk,Brent,Suzanette,Conmee,William,Darky,
Minn
*A Personal Journey – Lilja – p.13
BWCAW September trip: East Bearskin,Canoe,Pine,Johnson Falls
*Humor On The Canoe Trails – Volkening – p.18
*A Common Place – Weed – p.24
wolf/deer encounter on Slim Lake in BWCAW
*The Mara-Burnside River – Kesselring – p.28
Far North paddling trip report
*Smallmouth Triple Play – Osthoff – p.33
BWJ publisher Stu Osthoff reports on the 2008 smallmouth fishing season in Quetico
*Take Us Along – Featherston – p.50
family canoe trip, North Bay,Basswood
*Alone Among Giants – Brauer – p.56
Quetico solo trip: Cache,McKenzie,Kawnipi,Poet Chain,Russell,Red Pine,Jesse,Pickerel,
fishing walleye & pike
*Wildlife And Fish Tales – Cerny – p.64
canoe country wildlife tales & fish stories
*Tiny Tiger With Wings – Prusi – p.80
saw whet owls biology & behavior
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Hicks – p.97
Malberg,Beaver,Adams
SUMMER 2008
*Tracking Down Quetico’s Past – Bosiljevac – p.5
Quetico route: Wawiag River,Kawnipi,McKenzie,Ferguson Creek & Lake,Cache River;
Montgomery pictographs,Agnes,Basswood
*Portage Des Petite Islettee – Greene – p.13
boy scout bushwhack adventure: Boohbah to Maligne River
*Tales Of The Unexpected – Foley – p.17
canoe country strange events
*The Orchids And The Fungus – Nelson – p.27
calypso orchids, rare wildflowers of Quetico
*The Wenonah Canoe Story – Osthoff – p.32
interview with Mike Cichanowski, founder of Wenonah Canoe Company
*Transcending The Ordinary Canoe Trip – Osthoff – p.36
wilderness fishing adds excitement & challenge to the mix
*A Family Affair – Givler – p.44
family summer Quetico trip to Argo,Brent
*The Arctic’s Thelon River – Jensen – p.51
Far North canoe trip report
*Canoe Field Test Report – Osthoff – p.57
the Wenonah Prism solo canoe
*BWCAW Campsite Review – Osthoff/Monthei – p.60

Crab,Cummings,Big Moose Lakes
*Adventures Of A Scout Guide In Quetico – Cerny – p.77
*Keep On Paddling – Ilse – p.99
overcoming the arches & pains of growing old to keep on wilderness canoe tripping
SPRING 2008
*A Vision To Behold – Pisarik – p.5
wilderness ethics; fishing; sharing the passion
*Judgement Day On Gabimichigami – Frentz – p.13
adventure story; capsized canoe rescue; hypothermia
*Saganaga Six vs. The Ham Lake Fire – Manzo – p.18
Sargonto Resort owners battle to save way of life on Saganaga Lake
*Zulu Magic – Teach – p.26
smallmouth bass fishing with soft plastic bait, subsurface
*The Bow Drill Fire – Burgman – p.32
wilderness campfire tips
*Things That Bite – Anderson – p.35
living with insects in canoe country
*A Style All Your Own – Osthoff & Kesselring – p.42
advice on canoes, paddles, packs & other wilderness gear
*Campsite Evaluations – Foley – p.57
campsite descriptions for Brent, Conmee & William Lakes, 27 sites
*Menaboju – Mead – p.65
Indian legends, spirits, canoe camping mishaps
*A Northwoods Summer 1948 – Herubin – p.73
work crew experiences on the white pine blister rust project
*Targeting BWCAW Walleyes – Maas – p.82
how, when, where to fish walleyes on 10 of BWCAW’s best lakes
*Quetico’s Adopt-A-Lake Program – Volkening – p.93
Quetico program for visitors to maintain campsites on a favorite lake
*Cabin Memories – Swanson – p.100
family cabin, a special place, burns in 2007 Gunflint fire
*My Old Canoe – Aho – p.106
poetry
WINTER 2007
*Quetico Canoe Quest – Young – p.5
6 Quetico canoe routes
*Wine Water – Nelson – p.13
the science behind canoe country lake waters
*A Tale Of Two Sled Dog Trips – Hway – p.18
mushing across Quetico
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.26
BWCAW deer hunting
*Renewal On The Granite River – Kaiser – p.32
BWCAW canoe route journal: Larch Creek, Clove, Granite River, Gneiss, Devil’s Elbow, Maraboeuf,
Saganaga; canoeing & fishing post 2007 Ham Lake fire
*Quetico Spirit – Wyatt – p.39
loosing a faithful canoe tripping partner
*Campsite Evaluations – Smith – p.42
campsite descriptions for Insula Lake, all 46 sites

*Voyageur Canoe Comes Home – Johnson – p.56
youth group builds & paddles 26-foot voyageur cedar strip canoe across Quetico
*Winter Hardships On Ottertrack Lake 1946 – Manzo – p.63
6-year-old Bonnie Ambrose & Dinna Clayton wintering at the Benny Ambrose homestead
*Time And Again – Brooks – p.70
canoe tripping with young children
*The Price Is Negotiable – Burgman – p.75
canoe country dreams
*A Trip Of A Lifetime – Ilse – p.79
2 sons take 84-year-old Mom on BWCAW canoe trip, Knife Lake route
*Quetico Entry Points – Foley – p.90
Quetico trip planning; entry point logistics comparisons
*Travel Light: Beat The Heat – Kesselring – p.101
ultralight canoe & packs for travel in BWCAW
FALL 2007
*Back Again To Hunters Island – Volkening – p.5
Quetico route: Saganaga, Falls Chain, Kawnipi, Cairn, Sark, Kahshahpiwi, Basswood, Knife
*Backpacking The Sioux Hustler Trail – Pruett – p.14
hiking trail in BWCAW
*Wilderness Inheritance – Ilse – p.19
nurturing a love of the wild in kids
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.24
smallmouth bass trip: Lac La Croix, Pocket, Iron, Oyster
BWCAW trip: Snowbank, Ima, Thomas, Fraser, Sagus, Roe, Cap, Boulder, Adams, Beaver, Alice;
walleye fishing
BWCAW trip: Stuart River & Lake; walleye fishing; plus Stuart Lake campsite evaluation, 5 sites
*Canoeing In The Thirties – Stenlund – p.36
*A Father’s Perspective – Tungseth – p.38
father & son fishing in BWCAW
*A Royal Day Trip – Kaiser – p.40
BWCAW route: Little John Lake, Royal River & Lake, North Fowl, South Fowl
*Quetico Grand Slam – Osthoff – p.47
a Quetico fishing trip with lots of trophy walleyes, 40-inch pike, smallmouth & lake trout: Brent,
Conmee, Suzanette, Darky
*A Dry Year – Young – p.58
Quetico route: Clay Lake, Greenwood Creek, Wawiag River, Kawnipi, Montgomery, Sark,
Kahshahpiwi
*Rookie Mistakes – Stierman – p.66
*Extending The Paddling Season – Ricker – p.68
BWCAW route, fall trip: Little Indian Sioux River, Pauness
*Real Hunting For Superior Bucks – Osthoff – p.73
how to hunt BWCAW wilderness whitetails, arguably the highest quality deer hunting in America
*Memorable Quetico Portages – Foley – p.79
a top 10 of the toughest trails in Quetico
*Ice In Canoeing – Rud & Colgate – p.95
BWCAW November canoe trip: Moose, Birch, Knife, Vera, Ensign
SUMMER 2007
*BWCAW's Longest River – Osthoff – p.5

BWCAW route: Cummings Lake, Otter, Little Indian Sioux River headwaters all the way north to
Echo Trail
*Quetico Circuit Through Kawnipi – Williams – p.10
Quetico route: Basswood, Agnes, Louisa, McEwen, Kawnipi, Shelley, Keats, Metacryst, Sark,
Kahshahpiwi, Trant, Silence; bass & walleye fishing
*Horse Lake Emergency – Ladage – p.20
heart attack victim & rescue in the BWCAW
*Hunting Canoe Country Smallmouth – Osthoff – p.28
smallmouth bass: how to tactics, lures & strategies
*Poohbah Back And Back – Ilse – p.35
portaging the infamous Poohbah route
*Canoe Tripping Without The Guys – Dahlberg – p.43
BWCAW all women trip: Stuart River & Lake, Rush, Iron, Crooked, Papoose, Gun, Angleworm
*Come What May Trout Fling – Osthoff – p.48
trolling for ice-out lake trout: Darky, Argo, Brent; plus Argo Lake campsite evaluation, 9 sites
*Solo Through Knife Lake – Johnson – p.57
tracking the history of Knife Lake siltstone
*Why We Go To The Wilderness – Mead – p.60
wilderness values essay
*Voyageur North Outfitters – Osthoff – p.66
canoe outfitter profile: John & Lynn O’Kane
*Challenge On The Kopka River – Smith – p.71
a far north paddling adventure
*Dog Days Walleye Strategies – Maas – p.81
summer season BWCAW walleye tactics
*Healing Voices Of Quetico – Johnson – p.90
wilderness essay
*Pass It On – Schwager – p.101
sharing BWCAW with kids
SPRING 2007
*Solo Reflections – Oberlee – p.5
Quetico solo trip report: Wolseley, Bearpelt, Omeme, Badwater, Boulder, Your, Jean, Burntside,
Sturgeon, Walter, Lonely, Oriana, Cirrus, Quetico, Beaverhouse
*Quetico Going Baitless & Barbless – Osthoff – p.13
new Quetico fishing regs for 2008, no real bait or barbed hooks, how to comply, new tactics to try
*Bob And Leone Hayes – Nelson – p.22
life as a Quetico Ranger & guide in the 1940s
*Wayne’s Quest – Mead – p.26
Quetico route: Basswood, Silence, Agnes, Williams, Hurlburt, Payne, Trant, Kahshahpiwi, Yum Yum,
smallmouth fishing
*Serendipity In May – Ricker – p.36
BWCAW route: Sawbill, Kelso, Zenith, Frederick, Wine, Mug
*Gift Of Cedar – Monthei – p.45
essay on cedar trees
*The Ultimate Canoe Pack – Osthoff – p.46
review BWJ Extra Wide Ultimate Pack: 8300 cu. inches for bulky bags, pads, clothes
*Strangers In Paradise – Carrier – p.49
Quetico route: Lac La Croix, Crooked, Brent, Suzanette, William, Darky, McAree
*Pigeon River Country – Clock – p.61
Pigeon River route to Grand Portage

*Lessons Learned – Garbers – p.64
battling winds on Lac La Croix
*Don’t Take It For Granted – Scott – p.70
a health scare fouls a BWCAW trip but builds appreciation for future trips
*Exploring Wabakimi – Williams – p.72
paddling Wabakimi: Provincial park east of Quetico
*Hiking The Border Route Trail – Altemus – p.79
*Campsite Evaluations – Monthei – p.90
Slim, Rice, Hook, Keneu
*Battle On Kawnipi – DeRemee – p.95
monster pike encounter in 1957
WINTER 2006
*Low Water Delights & Dilemmas – Foley – p.5
Quetico fall trip: Maligne River, Poohbah, Wink, Sturgeon, Bentpine, Snow, Fair, Badwater, Omeme,
Cub, Bearpelt, Wolseley
*Pay It Forward – Prouty – p.11
capsize on Iron Lake, fishing rods & tackle lost; fellow anglers to the rescue; fishing; “Leave No
Trace” camping skills
*Canoeing Lite – Koester – p.18
ultralight tripping savvy
*Shaped By Cold And Ice – Parman – p.25
winter wildlife adaptations
*Building A Canoe Country Lifestyle – Nelson – p.31
the Souris River Canoe Company story
*Older And Wiser – Wallenstein – p.34
folks 60 & 70 years old still enjoy canoe tripping
*Big, Bold, Beautiful Brookies – Osthoff – p.40
a far north wilderness canoe trip for trophy brook trout
*Paddling Through The 2006 Fire Season – Monthei – p.53
Round, Karl, Long Island, Gordon, Cherokee, Frost Lake; changing plans on the fly
*The Underworld Of The Boundary Waters – Soneson – p.60
mosses & lichens ecology
*Guide To Winter Tents – Kesselring – p.64
winter camping in the BWCAW
*Time Out Of Mind – Wahlstrom – p.72
the freedom & renewal of wilderness travel
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.76
Colorado Elk, BWCAW deer hunting
*Canoe Up Girls – Spiegel – p.82
all women BWCAW trip; tripping advice
*Campsite Evaluation – Monthei – p.92
campsite reviews for Ham, Cross Bay, Rib, Karl & Gordon
*Safety In Numbers – Petzel – p.94
Knife Lake capsize & rescue; lessons learned
FALL 2006
*A Fall Quetico Classic – Fleck – p.5
wood canvas canoes; Argo, Darky, Roland
*Lessons In The Fall – Kois – p.11
Seagull, Ogishkemuncie, Little Saganaga, Fraser, Kekekabic; fall tripping tips

*The Amazing Red Trout – Murray – p.17
BWCAW red lake trout strain; how & where
*Gordy – Olson – p.23
legendary Gunflint fishing guide Gordy Poehls
*Boundary Waters State Of Mind – Arko – p.25
cabin life on the Gunflint; day tripping; wildlife encounters
*Turf N’ Surf Odyssey – Rud & Colgate – p.31
September hike on Kekekabic Trail & across Quetico canoe trip
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.40
flyfishing smallmouth on Basswood Lake;
family trip to Kahshahpiwi, Sark, McNeice; fishing
BWCAW trip: Snake River, Bald Eagle, Gabbro
*The Forgotten Spruce Grouse – Prusi – p.54
*The Best Laid Plans – Kellgren – p.59
BWCAW route: Homer, Vern River, Pipe battling blowdown, wind & rain; fishing
*Fire: Friend And Foe – Monthei – p.64
BWCAW route: Ensign, Trident, Vera, Negligee, Kekekabic, Knife
*Favorite Canoe Camping Gear – BWJ Readers – p.72
stoves, tarps, food packs, axe, yokes, PFDs
*Lollipop Loop To Pickerel – Volkening – p.81
Quetico route: Saganaga, Falls Chain, Kawnipi, McKenzie, Cache, Baptism, Pickerel, Sturgeon,
Russell, Keats, Shelley; fall paddle trip
*Quiet Adventure – Highlen – p.98
BWCAW trip: Hegman, Angleworm, Home, Gull, Gun, Fairy, Boot, Fourtown, Horse
SUMMER 2006
*Wind, Water And Wilderness – Kuntz – p.5
Quetico route: Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Bentpine, Snow, Your, Badwater; fishing, capsize & lost
canoe adventure
*Lost On The Frost – Erickson – p.13
BWCAW route: Sawbill, Alton, Phoebe, Polly, Halberg, Louse River & Trail, Bug, Dent, Mesaba,
Hub, Frost River, Frost Lake, Cherokee, Ada
*Canoe Country Moose – Osthoff – p.19
moose biology; maps info on highest moose density areas in BWCAW; moose management
*Hull Speed Decreasing – Blair – p.27
paddling partner dilemmas
*Baking Bannock In Canoe Country – Kesselring – p.31
*Executing The Game Plan Part II – Osthoff – p.34
wilderness skills & savvy: paddling, portaging, camping & fishing
*Picture This – Wannarka – p.48
canoe country photography advice
*The List – Smith – p.54
Quetico route, solo trip: Basswood, Agnes, Kawnipi
*Campsite Evaluations – Osthoff – p.58
Fourtown Lake, 16 site reviewed
*The Last Portage – Cary – p.63
The last story written by canoe country legend Bob Cary
*Fly Fishing For Bass And Pike – Mead – p.68
*Voyageurs: Past And Present – Young – p.74
BWCAW route: Moose, Knife, Ottertrack, Saganaga, Granite River, Gneiss, Gunflint, North, South,
Duncan, Rose, Rove, North Fowl, Pigeon River to Grand Portage

*A Maiden Voyage – Stern – p.90
first wilderness trip memories
*Day Tripping – Monthei – p.93
day trips to Hegman, Wood, Nina Moose, Big Rice Lake, Slim, Keneu
SPRING 2006
*Once More To The Lake Trout – Wanek – p.5
spring lake trout fishing on Daniels Lake
*First Crack At Open Water – Ricker – p.11
BWCAW route: Little Indian Sioux River, south to Bootleg Lake; ice out in April
*Rendezvous In The Bush – Carrier – p.16
Quetico bushwhacking adventure; Camel, Cairn
*Scented Plastics For The Ultralight Angler – Rowen – p.24
in-depth tackle & tactics for smallmouth & walleyes
*Conversation With Sigurd Olson – Vickery – p.29
1979 interview with the Boundary Water’s most eloquent spokesperson
*Wolves: Wilderness Icon – Furtman – p.33
timber wolves expand range in northeast Minnesota; ecology & management
*Pretrip Planning: Formulating A Game Plan – Osthoff – p.41
selecting a group & trip dates; identifying priorities & interests; selecting a route; reserving permits
*Ice Out Canoeing – Manzo – p.47
paddling through April ice flows on Saganaga
*Non-Essential Gear – Foley – p.51
handy camping equipment advice for canoe country
*Nineteen Years To The Day – Nollenberger – p.55
a tragic accident takes a teen-age son; father returns years later for tribute; Burnt Lake BWCAW
*Favorite Canoe Tripping Partners – BWJ Readers – p.56
*Indelible Images From Fishing Canoe Country – Maas – p.69
a veteran angler’s top 10 fishing memories in the BWCAW/Quetico
*Woodland Caribou Park – Prouty – p.79
canoe tripping Woodland Park northwest of Quetico
*Dapper Diver – Prusi – p.95
the hooded-merganser
*Ready, Camera, Action – Blazino – p.102
how to tape your special canoe trip memories
WINTER 2005
*BWCAW Dog Sled Trip – Kesselring – p.5
guided dog trip to Knife Lake
*Boundary Waters Winter – Nelson – p.11
winter wildlife behaviors; snowshoe travel
*Bushwhacking: Is It Worth It? – Mead – p.17
busting into backcountry no-portage lakes
*Shield Lakes Icon – Nelson – p.25
lake trout ecology: a special wilderness fish
*How Adults Play – Wahlstrom – p.32
wilderness essay; capsized, hypertension
*Quetico Park Portage Crews – Petrus – p.40
*Harry & Mary Lambirth – Cary – p.56
smallmouth guides profile
*Art Madsen’s Snowshoe Baby – Manzo – p.63

northwoods life & adventure in 1956
*Pulks: The Answer To Winter’s Loads – Bouffard – p.69
rigging up & using your own gear-handling toboggan
*Reptiles And Amphibians Of The BWCAW – Kaufman – p.74
*Temperance River Loop – Coffey – p.80
BWCAW route: Sawbill, Cherokee, Gordon, Frost, North Temperance, South Temperance, Burnt,
Smoke, Flame, Jack, Kelley
*Scariest Moments In Canoe Country – BWJ Readers – p.92
misadventures: rapids, wild weather, animals
*Tripped Up – Jelak – p.104
plans foiled; passion lives on
FALL 2005
*Perfect Wine – Cook – p.5
BWCAW route: Sawbill, Kelso, Zenith, Wine; fall colors, moose sightings
*Autumn In Quetico – Foley – p.13
Saganaga, Falls Chain, Kawnipi, McKenzie
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.19
Quetico family trip: Beaverhouse, Jean, Burntside, Bentpine, Your, Badwater, Quetico; walleye
fishing;
Quetico walleye trip with the guys: Lac La Croix, Argo, Darky, William, Conmee, Suzanette; trophy
walleyes
*Horse River Odyssey – Prusi – p.35
great gray owl ecology
*Autumn Winds – Wachala – p.44
Beaverhouse, Quetico, Cirrus battling fall winds
*BWCAW Wildlife Encounters – Arko – p.52
bears, wolves, moose
*Paddling To McNiece Lake Pines – Nelson – p.58
old growth white pines stands in Quetico
*Forest Of Dreams – Babcock – p.64
*Fish And Fireworks – Claussen – p.68
Lac La Croix walleyes; thunderstorms
*Ernest Oberholtzer: A Vision Of Wilderness – Stewart – p.73
Oberholtzer’s influence on BWCAW/Quetico
*Autumn’s Last Fling – Monthei – p.77
BWCAW route, fall trip: Conchu, Kawishiwi River, Clear, Gabbro, Bald Eagle
*Canoe Country Recipes – BWJ Readers – p.94
*The Last Canoe Trip – Hillman – p.102
an old timer savors his last canoe trip
SUMMER 2005
*Canoe Country Anniversary – Seibel – p.5
BWCAW route: Little Indian Sioux River, Loon, Lac La Croix, Beartrap River, Sterling Lake;
Primitive Management Area
*Boundary Waters Black Bears – Furtman – p.11
black bear ecology & behavior
*Build It: Paddle It – Johnson – p.21
building 26-foot cedar strip, fiberglass voyageur canoes & tripping through Quetico
*My Favorite Fishing Trips – Murray – p.26
memorable catches; all four species

*Carefree Summer Tripping – Kesselring – p.32
*Storms Over Quetico – Mead – p.37
weathering wind & rain in Quetico
*Wings Over Canoe Country – Prouty – p.43
bird watching on canoe trips; 55 species to count
*Blueberries – Fleck – p.49
a blueberry pancake special breakfast
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.53
spring happenings in the North Country; smallmouth BWCAW trip Coxey Pond & Silica Lake
*Travels To Kawnipi – Foley – p.56
3 routes; all lead to Kawnipi Lake; campsites; fishing
*The Rock – BWJ Readers – p.64
a special 2.7 billion-year-old boulder on Knife Lake
*Canoe Country Wildlife Encounters – BWJ Readers – p.68
moose, bears, eagles, wolves
*Final Canoe Trip – Robertson – p.76
Fly in Clay Lake, Wawiag River, Kawnipi, Russell, Sturgeon, Maligne River; 78-year-old says
goodbye to canoe country
*Fit To Paddle – Prouty – p.81
getting into paddling & portaging shape
*Solo Down Memory Lane – Vogel – p.93
solo trip: Saganaga, Kawnipi, fishing solo tips
*We Will Be Back – Chenowith – p.99
BWCAW route: Stuart River & Lake, Rush, Dark, Iron, Crooked, Lac La Croix, Ge-be-on-e-quet,
Oyster, Moose River
SPRING 2005
*Through The Stages Of Solo Tripping – Ranfranz – p.5
the mystique of traveling alone
*Ice Out Renewal – Guntzel – p.12
April trip to Kawishiwi Lake, Baskatong with Iraq veteran
*Nothing Ventured: Nothing Gained – Osthoff – p.16
putting variety into your canoe tripping
*Shadows Of The Forest – Prusi – p.21
Canadian lynx comeback in Superior country
*Maximizing Catch And Release Survival – Borkholder – p.30
techniques for releasing fish with a minimum of stress
*Signs Of Spring – Monthei – p.37
BWCAW route: Brule, Vernon, Swan, Lily, Mulligan, Grassy
*Campfire Savvy – Osthoff – p.44
finding, cutting, building wood campfires in canoe country
*BWCAW Sisterhood – Rosman – p.50
two sisters on BWCAW route: Lizz, Caribou, Horseshoe, Allen, Gaskin, Winchell, Wanihigan, Cone,
Brule
*Gray Jays – Vickery – p.56
Canadian jay ecology
*First Trips To The Wilderness – Mead – p.64
first impressions of canoe country tripping
*Canoe Country Angling Thrills – BWJ Readers – p.70
big fish stories
*Gear Review – Furtman – p.80

fishing electronics, Spring Creek accessories, “BUZZ OFF” clothing, canoes, etc.
*Far North Paddling – Kesselring – p.92
paddling tundra rivers vs. BWCAW
WINTER 2004
*Queen For A Trip – Prouty – p.5
nurturing a love of canoe country
*Fifty Years On The Canoe Trails – Bisco – p.9
canoe tripping in the 1950s
*Coming Home To Quetico – Patterson – p.16
guiding into Fauquier in the 1950s; lake trout
*When The Lead Dog Is You – Osthoff – p.25
pulling your own winter camping gear
*A Winter Twilight – Vickery – p.30
cabin life; December chores
*Canoe Country Camaraderie – Carrier – p.34
Quetico route: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Sturgeon, Maligne; friendships grow
*The Pines On Pickerel Lake – Nelson – p.46
windstorm hits this popular Quetico landmark
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.52
BWCAW archery bear hunt; BWCAW deer hunt
*The Storm Corridor – Echle – p.56
BWCAW: Moose, Knife, Vera, Ensign; family weathers storms
*A Winter’s Solo – Johnson – p.64
solo winter trek into Sawbill, Smoke, Burnt, Kelley, Jack & South Temperance
*Readers Forum – BWJ Readers – p.68
favorite canoe models & paddling seasons
*A Bit Wild And Crazy – Rudolph – p.73
Nym to Cache Bay in 2 nights
*Learning On The Way – Wolfe – p.78
rookies first trip: Ham, Long Island, Gordon, Cherokee
*Winter Maps – Fleck – p.82
day dreaming essay
*Island River Day Trips – Kaiser – p.91
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.97
FALL 2004
*Campsite Jinx – Moore – p.5
storms follow this camper
*Return Of XYCompany – Nelson – p.14
handcrafted wood paddles from Atikokan
*September Solitude – Monthei – p.18
BWCAW route: Cross River, Long Island Lake, Omega, Meeds, Horseshoe, Vista, Winchell, Davis,
Cone, Kiskadinna, Frost River, Chase, Karl
*Smallmouth Spawning Double Take – Borkholder – p.29
smallmouth biology: weather, adaptations, fishing
*Leading The Way – Koshiol – p.32
advice for leading youth group canoe trips
*Gunflint Country Morning – Arko – p.41
remembering the old days; walleye fishing
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.46

BWCAW trip: Kawishiwi Lake, Polly, Malberg, Pan
Quetico trip: Crooked, Argo, William, Conmee; trophy walleye fishing
BWCAW trip: Angleworm, Gull, Thunder, Beartrap fishing
*Across The BWCAW – Brotzler – p.58
Crane Lake, Loon, Heritage, Ruby, Hustler, Oyster, Agnes, Dahlgren River, Stuart, Nibin, Bibon,
Sterling, Sunday, Beartrap, Gull, Gun, Boot, Fourtown, Mudro
*The Ultimate Goal – Blazino – p.68
canoe tripping styles evolve: travel vs. fishing
*Dr. Bob Princeton: Class of 1922 – Patterson – p.74
guiding canoe trips in the 1940s
*Readers Forum – BWJ Readers – p.96
favorite canoe models
SUMMER 2004
*Canoe Country Adventure – Osthoff – p.5
real adventure is a main canoe country appeal
*Quetico Solitude Without Killer Portages – Foley – p.16
Quetico routes: Pickerel, Sturgeon, Fred, Camel, Cutty, Cub, Metacryst, Heronshaw, Shelley, Alice,
Chatterton, Russell
*Guiding For Border Lakes – Patterson – p.24
working for Sig Olson guiding Quetico trips in 1940s
*Looking For Essence – Work – p.32
wilderness essay
*Wolves At Baskatong – Cook – p.37
*Smallies With The Oldies – King – p.42
fishing with 50-year old lures for the nostalgia of it
*The Old Cook Kit – Fleck – p.47
*The Big Circle Revisited – Neusteter – p.50
acts of kindness in BWCAW
*The Quetico Foundation – Nelson – p.54
*Iron Lake Memories – Hay – p.60
remembering a lost paddling & fishing partner
*Ruffed Grouse Feather – Kesselring – p.66
father & daughter: canoe tripping partners
*Partnering Up – Duncan – p.69
better than going solo
*Romancing The Portage – Helquist – p.76
portaging with a positive attitude
*Three C’s Of Success – Prouty – p.80
company, country & challenge
*Young At Heart – Sakariassen – p.91
scout group tripping
*First Impressions – Shannon – p.102
rookies learning the essence of canoe tripping
SPRING 2004
*Beaverhouse To Cache Bay – Bracken – p.5
Quetico trip, spring season: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Sturgeon, Chatterton, Keats,
Kawnipi, Keewatin, Falls Chain, Saganaga
*Wilderness Rhythms – Osthoff – p.9
seasonal changes: wildlife, bugs, weather, fishing

*Walleyes On The Edge – Furtman – p.19
“how to” walleye techniques for canoe country
*North Country Moose Tales – Borkholder – p.23
moose stories
*Looking For An Opening – Moore – p.29
portaging philosophy techniques
*What If? – Kesselring – p.36
preventing & dealing with canoe country emergencies
*Quetico: The Super Forest – Blazino – p.46
Quetico forest ecology; McNiece old growth pines
*The Perfect Trip – Parman – p.52
proper planning makes for the best trips
*Smallmouth On Plastics – Wierschem – p.57
plastic baits for bass & how to use them
*Little Udd: Ice Out On The Beaver Pond – Cary – p.68
fictional storytelling
*Sea Lion Days – Wahlstrom – p.72
the upside of relaxing & enjoying a slow paced canoe trip
*A Fresh New Approach To Food Packing – Osthoff – p.76
eating real food in canoe country with the BWJ Double Insulated Food Pack System
*Older And Wiser – Smith – p.80
older folks can still paddle & portage and enjoy canoe country with the right approach
*Wilderness Weekends – Brown – p.92
short BWCAW trips: Disappointment, Basswood, Kawishiwi River, Mulligan & Brule, Hensen &
Horseshoe
*Daddy’s Girl – Prouty – p.104
father & daughter share the canoe country
WINTER 2003
*Search For Olive Jar Island – Young – p.5
Quetico route: Crane Lake, Maligne River, Poohbah, Bernice, Allan, Fred, Camel, Veron, Delahey,
Conmee, McIntyre
*The “Way Back Law” – Woodward – p.12
winter camping & fishing
*Boundary Waters Fishing Made Easy – Ragsdale – p.19
advice for novice anglers fishing canoe country
*The New Canoe – Wanek – p.27
family gets new canoe & a lifetime of adventure
*Saga Of Little Udd – Cary – p.31
fictional story: the “Little People,” gnomes
*Search For Chief Blackstone – Mead – p.39
Quetico trip: Moose, Camp, Man Chain, Bell, Blackstone; Native American history in Quetico
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.47
archery BWCAW bear hunt; BWCAW deer hunting
*Half Century Of Canoe Country Wolves – Stenlund – p.55
*Lessons From The Kentucky Scouts – Borkholder – p.58
guiding young scouts in Quetico; smallmouth fishing Basswood & Agnes
*Traditional Winter Camping – Kesselring – p.67
heated wall tents
*A Typical Well Controlled Norwegian Christmas – Patterson – p.73
1940s northwoods Christmas

*Unfolding Beauty of BWCAW – Benham – p.77
eastern BWCAW route
*Babes In The Woods – Berg – p.93
two 16-year olds head into the wilds
*Wilderness Rhythms – Mortensen – p.101
canoe tripping advice
FALL 2003
*Woodside Wonders – Maloney – p.5
fall trip 9/11/01; Woodside Lake; wolves; removed from world events
*Boundary Waters Area Resorts – Beymer – p.13
*Guides, Bugs And Pine Monkeys – Landis – p.21
flyfishing smallmouth in September on Crooked & Brent
*The Visitors – Olson – p.26
wolf pack at Lower Basswood Falls; rescuing a solo paddler who lost his canoe in rapids
*Soggy Shoes – Moore – p.37
canoe camping styles: gear, portaging, camping
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.43
Quetico trip; family walleye trip: Beaverhouse, Jean, Burntside, Bentpine
BWCAW walleye trip: Insula Lake; archery bear hunting on edge of BWCAW
*Working On The Gunflint Trail – Loye – p.55
working for Clearwater Lodge
*Broken Hand – Kesselring – p.59
mishap on Nina Moose Lake
*Quick Hikes In The BWCAW – Ahlman – p.66
Herriman Trail, Isabella River, Wood Lake, Morgan Lake
*Solo Down The Kawishiwi – McNealy – p.68
Seagull, Alpine, Ogishkemuncie, Gabimichigami, Little Saganaga, Pan, Kawishiwi River, Adams,
Fraser, Kekekabic, Knife
*Fall Trout Legacy – Patterson – p.76
autumn lake trout trip tradition 1930’s on Lac La Croix
*Basswood Link – Monthei – p.97
routes out of Basswood Lake
SUMMER 2003
*Planning That First Solo – Moore – p.5
making the most of paddling alone
*Dreams Come True – Quant – p.16
big pike on Kawnipi
*Chasing Glaciers – Heator – p.21
canoe country geology
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.26
spring lake trout: Argo, Darky, Roland
*Wildlife Adventures – Smith – p.34
*Wilderness Values: The Priceless Intangibles – Osthoff – p.40
solitude, beauty, recreation, camaraderie, ecological, spiritual fulfillment; the essence of wilderness
*Trekking Through “Art Madsen’s Wilderness” – Manzo – p.55
kayak trip: Sag, Ottertrack, Knife, Carp, Emerald; historical trip
*Clouds For Partners – Trygg – p.62
daytripping
*Off The Beaten Path: The Jinx – Hill – p.74

keeping a positive attitude despite adversity
*Good Lake – Thomson – p.82
bass fishing on Good Lake
*Quetico Rescue Rangers – Kluz – p.85
paddlers rescue trapped moose calves
*A Month On The Canoe Trails – Ryall – p.88
BWCAW: Snowbank, Disappointment, Ima, Thomas, Sagus, Boulder, Adams, Beaver, Kawishiwi
River
*Windblown But Happy – Kinzer – p.97
*The Wilderness At Night – Jones – p.101
night travel to retrieve lost pack
SPRING 2003
*Cache River Passage – Carrier – p.5
Quetico route, spring trip: Cache, Kawnipi, Russell, Sturgeon, Pickerel; portaging
*Three Season Solo – Duncan – p.13
116 days of canoe country travel: May to October
*Go With The Flow – Borkholder – p.21
fishing rivers, inlets, flowages, windy shores for bass & walleye
*John Tanner: The White Indian – Hanson – p.30
1824 ambush on the Maligne River
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.35
sled dog racing, winter hikes, Iraq war reaches Ely
*Blackflies – Nelson – p.43
biology of canoe country’s nastiest pest
*Laker Initiation – Parman – p.51
spring lake trout on Batchewang, Pickerel, Maria
*Spring Fling – Roberts – p.61
BWCAW route, May trip: Kawishiwi Lake, Polly, Koma, Malberg fishing
*A New Perspective – Maas – p.72
canoe tripping with toddlers
*Quest For The Big Four On A Fly – Holschlag – p.82
Flyfishing pike, bass, walleye & trout
*On The Heels Of Winter – Henning – p.93
early May Quetico trip
*Sharing The Passion – Claussen – p.97
husband & wife team
*Back Country Baking – Foley – p.101
WINTER 2002
*The Women Lakes Of Quetico – Mead – p.5
Quetico trips to Agnes, Alice, Isabella, Joyce, Louisa, Marj, Nan, Paulene, Sarah, Suzanette
fishing& camping on these lakes
*The One-Stop Canoe Trip – Lehto – p.13
a base camp philosophy: the advantages, equipment, food, route strategies
*Winter Camping: Why Go? – Koshiol – p.16
*The Sig Olson And Bob Marshall 1937 Canoe Trip – Vickery – p.21
wilderness preservation icons paddle together: Basswood River, Robinson, Brent, Argo, Crooked &
Moose River
*So Lonesome I Could Cry – Godsey – p.29
solo travel not for everyone

*Adrift In A Remembering Dream – Wilber – p.32
Boundary Waters essay: natural processes
*Quetico: Now And Then – Johnson – p.37
75-year old brothers have made 50+ trips to Quetico; changes in fishing& camping from 1940s to
present
favorite Quetico routes
*Canoe Country Wildlife Encounters – Blazino – p.45
moose, bear, eagles, loons, beaver stories
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.52
BWCAW deer hunt
*Sharing Campsites – Ahlman – p.60
welcoming campers when sites are full
*Canoe Country Tales – BWJ Readers – p.73
*Rookie Trip – Wierschem – p.79
smallmouth fishing: Basswood, McIntyre, Robinson, Crooked Lakes tactics & tackle
*Unpacking – Gollop – p.95
post trip routines& memories
*Pickerel To Kawnipi: The Other Falls Chain – Foley – p.99
Pickerel, Bisk, Bud, Fern, Olifaunt, Sturgeon, Russell, Chatterton & McDougall
FALL 2002
*Cruising Through History – Monthei – p.5
BWCAW Lakes: Gunflint, North, South, Rose, Arrow, Duncan, Daniels, Rove, Watup, Mountain,
Clearwater,
Moose, North & South Fowl, Royal, John & West Pike
*Close Call On Tiger Bay – Heep – p.13
October snowstorm drops tree on tent & campers
*The Sacred Shingle – Johnson – p.21
a cedar shake from Sigurd Olson’s cabin holds special significance
*Canoe Country Trophy Smallmouth – Borkholder – p.24
for big smallmouth fish big lakes with big tackle, how, when & where
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.39
dogsled trout trip to Knife Lake, family Quetico trip; Basswood, Shade, Agnes, Reid, Woodside;
fishing, BWCAW trip to Little Indian Sioux, Shell, Heritage, Lynx
*Sawbill Country Come September – Roberts – p.51
Sawbill, Smoke, Burnt, Kelly, South Temperance, Brule, Town, Cherokee
*Make Your Own Memories – Ahearns – p.59
looking back on canoe country highlights
*The Best Of Both Worlds – Beymer – p.73
BWCAW area resorts, staying in a cabin & daytripping into the BWCAW
*Main Chain Reunion – Rahtz – p.82
Quetico trip: Moose, Carp, Emerald, That Man
*NIRA Camp Legacy – Ahlman – p.89
U.S. Forest Service work camps from 1933 & 1934 on Lake Three
*Canoe Country Tales – BWJ Readers p.95
*Practice Makes Perfect – Valentine – p.101
a sense of humor helps with adversity of wilderness travel
SUMMER 2002
*The Emerald Forest – Wahlstrom – p.5
after wind & fire mature pines live on

*Wild Night On William – Prince – p.10
coping with bad thunderstorms
*Smallmouth And White Horses – Ruzzo – p.18
bass on Robinson Lake
*Prairie Portage: Wilderness Crossroads – Nelson – p.23
history of this popular ranger station
*Speaking Of Canoes Metaphysically – Wilber – p.27
paddling essay
*Little Red Canoe – Clark – p.31
canoe capsized, lost gear, what to do?
*Short And Sweet BWCAW Routes – Beymer – p.35
a dozen 3-day BWCAW trips & routes
*Where’s Walter? – Moore – p.47
mid-summer deep-water walleye tactics
*Small Mammals Of Canoe Country – Holschlag – p.59
*Tragedy On Knife Lake – McSweeney – p.73
drowning accident in canoe, lessons learned
*BWCAW Family Journal – Stewart – p.76
Ensign, Kekekabic, Fraser, Ima
*Canoe Country Tales – BWJ Readers – p.81
*Canoe Country Astronomy – Smith – p.91
*Camp Dogs – Olson – p.97
*Falls Chain – Hill – p.102
Quetico trip: Saganaga to Kawnipi: Agnes, Louisa, McEwen
SPRING 2002
*Spring Break In The BWCAW – Roberts – p.5
BWCAW spring trip: Kawishiwi Lake, Malberg, Adams
*Sturgeon Cabin Legacy – Morrow – p.11
stories from the Sturgeon Lake Ranger cabin
*I Don’t Think There’s Any Other Way – Wilber – p.15
wilderness essay
*Sundown Smallmouths – Wierschem – p.19
tactics for taking bass at night
*Lyed Corn, Pork Grease And Rubbaboo – Berg – p.29
voyageur fare vs. today’s camp food options
*Top Ten Scenic BWCAW Portages – Beymer – p.33
*Real Food For The Soul – Osthoff – p.43
converting to a fresh food menu on ice with BWJ Insulated Food Pack System
*Earning Your Boundary Waters Moniker – Behm – p.53
*Cedar Strip Solo – Johnson – p.56
homemade canoe maiden voyage to Moose River, Lac La Croix, McAree, Iron
*Canoeing Quetico: 1930s Style – Nelson – p.61
Basswood, Kett, Robinson, Sarah, McIntyre, Brent, Elk, Argo, Crooked Lakes fishing
*Otter Observations – Baseman – p.75
river otter biology, behavior
*Pike On The Fly – Holschlag – p.80
flyfishing tactics for canoe country pike
*Louisa Lake Memorial – Jensen – p.87
*Canoe Country Tales – BWJ Readers – p.95
*A Safe Trip Is A Great Trip – Blazino – p.103

safety tips: dealing with wind, rapids, storms, etc.
WINTER 2001
*Paddling Through The Tragedy Of 9/11 – Monthei – p.5
BWCAW fall trip: Gunflint,Clove,Gneiss,Saganaga,Alpine
*Fire Management In The Big Blowdown – Nelson – p.16
Forest Service prescribed burns to manage the 1999 BWCAW blowdown area
*Smallmouths On The Fly – Holschlag – p.24
flys, tackle, casting skills & fishing strategies for canoe country fly fishing
*Searching For Moose At Baskatong – Babcock – p.31
*In The Company Of Trees – Wilber – p.39
northwoods essay
*Living On Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.43
Fall 2001 BWCAW bear & deer hunts
*Day Trip To Lapond – Hanley – p.52
Big Lake,Lapond
*Northern Lights Resort – Stewart – p.59
resort profile on Lake Kabetogama
*Retiring To Canoe Country – Powles – p.71
74-year-old pals tour Quetico, spring trip: Clay Lake,Wawiag River,Kawnipi,Poet Chain,Chatterton,
Russell,Nym
*Live And Learn – Prince – p.76

canoe tripping advice learned the hard way
*Canoe Country Fish Feasts – Berg – p.85
fish cooking secrets for great meals
*Memorable Portages – Beymer – p.97
special portage encounters in the BWCAW

FALL 2001
*Route Planning On The Fly – Roberts – p.5
fall BWCAW trip: Sawbill,Kelso,Mesaba,Dent,Louse,Malberg; fishing
*One Fall On Fishdance – Callahan – p.11
wolves howling near camp each night
*Family Grand Slam – Osthoff – p.16
family of 4 all take 30" walleyes on Conmee Lake
*Bayley Bay Rescue – VandeBerg – p.24
cold water rescue in big waves
*Forest Fire Diary – Nelson – p.32
30 years of photos/observations of Little Indian Sioux Fire; forest ecology
*Does Your “Leave No Trace” Include Fishing – Blazino – p.41
“how to release” advice of canoe country trophies
*Moose – Hoff – p.47
Boundary Waters moose ecology
*Picture Perfect Paddling – Monthei – p.51
BWCAW fall trip: Crane,Crane,Lac La Croix,South Iron,Crooked,Stuart,Agnes,Oyster,
Rocky,Ge-be-on-e-quet,Heritage,Loon
*Kids In Quetico – Foley – p.60
helping youngsters enjoy wilderness canoe trips

*Walleyes On Artificials – Holschlag – p.72
tackle & presentation for BWCAW walleyes
*Final Tour? – Clegg – p.79
Father & son take one last BWCAW trip together
*A Wilderness Family Vacation – Zhuikov – p.86
resort profile: Loons Echo Wilderness Retreat
*The Grand Old Portage – Kaiser – p.95
history of the Grand Portage and walking it with canoe & gear today
SUMMER 2001
*Knife Lake-A Unique Place – Nelson – p.5
geology & natural history of Knife Lake
* Mayflies And Thunderstorms – Hollenbeck – P.13
BWCAW summer trip: Moose River,Agnes,Iron Lake; fishing
*Ten Toughest Trails In BWCAW – Beymer – p.24
some of the BWCAW’s roughest portages
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.32
Spring 2001
*The Amazing Beaver – Karns – p.37
beaver ecology & behavior
*Letting Go Of Catch And Release Fishing – Holschlag – p.45
promoting catch & release in canoe country
*Down The Kawishiwi In 1947 – Walston – p.51
an historical perspective of a BWCAW canoe trip
*Shirley Peruniak-Quetico’s Special Guardian – Cary – p.56
profile of Quetico historian Shirley Peruniak
*Search for Clearwater Lake Cabin – Ahlman – p.59
*Kids And Pike – Murray – p.71
tackle, tips & hotspots for BWCAW pike
*Fathers, Sons And Canoes – Fleck – p.75
passing on the wilderness canoe trip legacy
*Mysterious McKenzie Lake – Mead – p.81
Kawnipi,Wawiag,Belaire,McKenzie; pike fishing
*Jackpine Lodge – Resort Profile – Stewart – p.87
*What’s Your Portage Pleasure – Hallgren – p.95
portaging advice
*Nighttime World – Evans – p.103
BWCAW after dark
SPRING 2001
*Early Spring Tripping – Roberts – p.5
ice-out BWCAW trip: Kawishiwi Lake,Malberg,Little Saganaga,Gabimichigami,Kekekabic,
Wisini,Alice
*Bass On The Beds – Holschlag – p.13
smallmouth bass ecology & behavior; fishing the spawn with flies & topwater lures
*Dad I Got One – Osthoff – p.19

getting kids into phenomenal canoe country fishing action; how, when & where
*The Powell Homestead – Nelson – p.23
50 years of living on Saganagons Lake; the last year-round residents of Quetico
*Change – Furtman – p.31
nature recovers from fire & storm forest ecology
*Into The Maw Of The Wind – Maloney – p.38
battling headwinds on Basswood, Agnes, Kawnipi & McKenzie
*Successful Fishing Stragegies – Osthoff – p.45
how, when & where to enjoy world-class smallmouth fly fishing in Quetico
*A Wilderness Gift – McNealy – p.51
Father & young son share the wilderness experience
* Frost River Bound – Stiles – p.56
BWCAW route: Seagull,Long Island,Frost River,Pencil,Afton,Mora,Crooked,Gillis,
Tuscarora
*Camping Stuff Never Learned In Books – Foley – p.61
savvy advice on canoe country gear
*The Gift Of Fire – Fleck – p.76
leaving firewood for the next group could save the day
*Video Bass – Murray – p.81
secret techniques & best tackle discovered by video taping canoe country smallmouth
*Elbow Lake Lodge – Resort Profile – Stewart – p.93
*Quetico First Timers – Jones – p.98
introducing rookies to the magic of canoe country
WINTER 2000
*Tracking Back In Time – Nelson – p.5
winter phenology; wildlife adaptations
*Duncan Lake Homecoming – Borden – p.11
winter camping; winter trout fishing trip to Duncan Lake
*Winter Adaptations Of Deer/Moose/Wolves – Karns – p.19
*Chatterton Lake-Classic Quetico – Budd – p.26
bass, walleye, pike fishing
*Magic On The Rocks-“The Gift Of The Caribou” – Furtman – p.35
fictional story speculating on the origin of Montgomery Creek pictographs
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.43
Fall 2000 BWCAW deer hunt
*Incident On The Beartrap River – Cary – p.54
fictional story about wolverine on a trapline
*Gunflint Winter Vacation – Kiesow – p.71
X-C skiing staying at Gunflint resorts
*Kawishiwi Lake To Lake One – Stierman – p. 78
BWCAW route: Kawishiwi Lake,Polly,Malberg,Alice,Insula Lakes
*Last Town In The Boundary Waters – Ahlman – p.84
history of Forest Center
*Timber,Frear SemiPrimitive Area – Holschlag – p.89
*Northernair Lodge – Stewart – p.98

resort profile of Northernair Lodge on Mitchell Lake
*Canoe Country Tales – Short Stories by BWCAW Readers – p.102
FALL 2000
*Autumn Appeal – Ragsdale – p.5
September Quetico trip: Lac La Croix,Maligne River,Poohbah; walleye & smallmouth
fishing
*Up A Creek Without A Canoe – Roberts – p.13
September BWCAW trip: Kawishiw Lake,Koma,Malberg,Beaver; coming upon a solo
camper lost & separated from his canoe/gear for two days
*Day-Tripping Off The Gunflint – Weiss – p.19
fishing day trips along the Gunflint Trail
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.24
walleye trip with kids into Bentpine Lake
*The Original Quetico Ranger – Manzo – p.31
life & times of Art Madsen, Quetico Ranger from 1934-1940
*Boundary Waters Moose Research – Karns – p.35
moose ecology in northeast Minnesota
*Angleworm And Beyond – David – p.41
September trip to Angleworm
*Made In The Boundary Waters – Cary – p.47
outdoor products made right here in Ely, MN
*Cache Bay Memories – Nelson – p.54
Cache Bay Rangers Jon & Marie Nelson share memories from working the Saganaga Ranger
Station from 1980-84
*Tracking The CCC Era – Ahlman – p.59
Boundary Waters portage trail work by the CCC in the 1930s
*BWCAW Moose Hunt – Schrage – p.71
wilderness, canoe-in moose hunters take a 49" bull on Gordon Lake
*Blowdown Images – Osthoff – p.77
photos of the 1999 blowdown: Kekakabic,Vera,Ogishkemuncie,Little Sag
*Two Week Trip – Holschlag – p.82
advantages of doubling the standard one-week canoe trip
*Northwester Lodge – Stewart – p.91
resort profile of Norwester Lodge on Poplar Lake on Gunflint Trail
*Return To Jenny Lake – Monthei – p.100
SUMMER 2000
*Paddling With Quetico Joe – Hill – p.5
memorial trip to honor canoeing partner; Nym, Batchewaung, Maria, Jesse, Walter, Lonely,
Sturgeon, Fred, Camel, Veron, Delahey, Conmee, Suzanette, Sarah, Basswood; spreading
ashes in his beloved Suzanette Lake
*Get Lost – Woodward – p.13
getting “turned around” in the BWCAW
*Living The Dream With Guide Mike Maternowsky – Osthoff – p.17
canoe country fishing guide profile

*Restoring A Legend – Meyers – p. 27
rebuilding a 16-foot Chestnut Prospector
*Wading For Boundary Waters Smallies – Wierschem – p.33
*Base Camp vs. Loopers – Matheson – p.45
a compromise strategy to see country & have time fish/relax
*Home Of The Human Spirit – Kopperud – p.51
working a summer at Wilderness Canoe Base
*Searching For The Ancient – Hoffman – p.55
the Kelso Lake dolmen
*Fish Tales II – Holschlag – p.57
unusual canoe country fishing stories
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.71
Spring 2000 solo tour of the 1999 blowdown: Moose, Ensign, Vera, Knife, Kekekabic,
Ogishkemuncie, Gabimichigami, Little Sag, Malberg, Kawishiwi
*Nothern Pike-Water Wolf – Hoff – p.77
pike ecology & behavior
*Seeking Summer Solitude – Foley – p.81
Quetico routes off the beaten path
*Rainy Lake Houseboats – Moravitz – p.89
houseboat vacations in Voyageur’s National Park
*The Gadget Master – Hallgren – p.96
gear tips for canoe camping
SPRING 2000
*Spring Solitude – Morrow – p.5
spring Quetico trip by former Quetico portage crew member: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean,
Boulder, Your, Badwater
*Traveling Far, Fast And Light – Kesselring – p.10
gear, attitude & savvy for single-portage style and covering lots of water
*The Yellow Canoe – Shay – p.21
reminiscing about a handmade canoe built by 12-year-old boys
*A Fire In Its Future – Furtman – p.24
planning for a catastrophic fire in the BWCAW blowdown area
*Catkins, White Suckers And Phytoplankton – Nelson – p.33
springtime ecology lesson: BWCAW cycles
*Boundary Waters-Love It Or Leave It – Hahn – p.42
Leave No Trace canoe tripping advice
*Paddling For The Future – Cary – p.53
kids camps: Boy Scout on Moose Lake, Camp Widgiwagan, Wilderness Canoe Base,
Voyageur Outward Bound, Camp Voyageur
*Bell Lake Mystery – Santoro – p.59
something in the dark outside the tent
*Secret Lakes Of Canoe Country – Holschlag – p.73
portaging into no-name lakes for the adventure
*Gray Jays – Hoff – p.79
profile of Canada Jay: biology/behavior

*This Fishery Deserves Better – Cary – p.82
breaking down fishing license revenues: where they go & what else is needed
*Pine Point Resort – Stewart – p.89
resort profile of Pine Point on Crane Lake
*Wolves A Howling – Karns – p.96
history of wolf management in the Boundary Waters area from 1960 to 2000
WINTER 1999
* Wolf Fears-Real Or Imagined? – Wahlstrom – p.5
wolf encounter on Wawiag River; research on man/wolf attacks
*Tough Sledding – Ceronsky – p.12
dog trip to Sawbill & Alton Lakes ends with emergency situation
*Spirit Of Basswood Lake – Cary – p.23
fictional essay of Quetico Park Ranger mystery
*The Mushing Mistique – Osthoff – p.27
dogsled trip to Knife Lake & fantastic lake trout fishing
*Favorite Canoe Country Wildlife – Holschlag – p.34
moose, loons, bears, otters, ravens & more: real encounters with each in Canoe Country
*Less Work-More Play – Osthoff – p. 43
canoe trip strategies for enjoying more fishing and less paddling & portaging
*Across Quetico In January – Hansen – p.49
pulling toboggan with winter gear 80 miles across Quetico in 8 days: French Lake to
Saganaga
*Bushwhacker Extraordinaire – Nelson – p.55
Chuck Farnum profile: a lifetime of exploring the Quetico backcountry & at 82 still
bushwhacking
*Northern Lights – Hoff – p.59
the phenomena explained
*Winter Whitetails – Karns – p.62
how northern forest deer survive the winter
*Food For Thought – Borkholder – p.76
some of the science behind the Catch and Release ethic
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.85
Fall 1999 grouse hunting & deer hunting
*Silver Rapids Lodge – Stewart – p.103
Resort Profile of silver Rapids Lodge on White Iron Lake
FALL 1999
*Lost And Found – Hobart – p.5
a leg injury & being lost on “Confusion Lake” make a lasting impression
*Wetasi Laker Magic – Budd – p.8
September lake trout fishing on Pickerel Lake
*When The Wind Blows – Furtman – p.16
July 4, 1999, windstorm: stories from those caught out in it; details of the impact on
BWCAW forests & the portage crews who worked clearing the trails & campsites
*It’ll Never Happen To Me – Borkholder – p. 24

another first-hand account of being caught on Basswood Lake in the windstorm of the
century
*Paddling For Half A Century – Frisch – p.30
Ruth Schellberg shares her life of paddling the BWCAW: 60 years and 100+ trips
*The Wawiag-River With A Past – Nelson – p.35
geology & history of the Wawiag River & Kawnipi Lake area
*Wilderness Whitetails – Osthoff – p.40
BWCAW November deer hunt 1999
*Peter Paddles – Hahn – p.46
the inside story on the handcrafting of the beautiful cedar paddles by Cache Bay Ranger
Peter Puddicombe
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.50
Summer 1999: Quetico fishing trip with kids to Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Burntside,
Claire, Bentpine, Badwater; more on the July 4, 1999 super storm
*Tamarack – Hoff – p.58
a look at this amazing BWCAW tree
*Northhouse Folk School – Logan – p.61
*The Hunt For Big Pike – Holschlag – p.76
tackle, techniques & canoe country hotspots for taking monster pike
*Two Old Guys – Yatzeck – p.84
sixty-year-old buddies tackle a fall BWCAW trip on Kawishiwi Lake, Polly, Malberg & Pan
*Borderland Lodge – Stewart – p.93
resort profile of Borderland Lodge on Crane Lake
*See Quetico From Outer Space – Scott – p.103
Quetico satellite map
SUMMER 1999
*What Generation Gap? – Ragsdale – p.5
tripping with the older generation
*Quetico Journal – Jones – p.13
Man Chain, McEwen, Kenny Creek, Mack, Wawiag, Kawnipi, Keewatin, Agnes, Basswood
8 moose seen
*A Raven’s Knowledge – Nelson – p.24
raven ecology & behavior
*Portaging The Permit Path – Furtman – p.32
explaining how to use the Quetico & BWCAW permit systems
*Grandkids Are Something Special – Cary – p.42
MaAree, Crooked, Roland; fishing
*Lichen Lore – Hoff – p.48
lichen ecology
*Exploring The “Inland” Boundary Waters – Holschlag – p.51
getting off the main routes & into the backcountry
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.57
ice out trout trip to Argo, Darky, Cone
*Planting The Seed – Hallgren – p.73
a school group discovers the BWCAW

*Catch And Release – Ristow – p.79
fishing Pickerel Lake
*North of North Bay – Foley – p.83
routes out of North Bay
*River Point Resort – Stewart – p.93
resort profile: River Point on Birch Lake
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.101
SPRING 1999
*Canoe Country Partners – Woodward – p.5
the special bond of paddling partners
*Spring Renewal – Maloney – p.13
spring trip to Ensign, Ima, Thomas, Frazer, Sagus, Roe, Boulder, Adams, Fishdance, Alice,
Insula, Lake one; women’s trip
*Spare The Rod-Not This Paddle – Osthoff – p.21
appeals of canoe country fishing: the challenges, thrills & rewards of wilderness angling
*All Part Of The Wilderness Experience – Webb – p.29
overcoming bad bugs, weather & portages
*Canoe Country Wildlife Encounters – Hassler – p.32
*Have Flies, Will Travel – Nelson – p.43
flyfishing small brook trout streams in the Superior National Forest
*Quetico’s Heart-Sturgeon Lake – Holschlag – p.48
fishing the Sturgeon Lake area; twenty miles of wilderness fishing paradise
*In Search Of The Best Canoe – Cary – p.57
Boundary Waters outfitters & guides share advice about their favorite canoe models
*Making Memories At Clearwater – Arneson – p.77
resort profile: Clearwater Lodge on the Gunflint Trail
*Twenty-five Years After Portage Crew Duty – Morrow – p.87
spring Quetico trip: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Cirrus, Kasakokwog, McAlpine, Batchewaung
*Fishing Gabbro Lake – Leat – p.97
a kid’s first big pike
*Time Capsule – Sundstrom – p.100
uncovering a cache of canoe country memories
WINTER 1998
*Preparations – Meyer – p.5
basement canoe-trip planning in the dead of winter
*BWCAW Angling-Mukluk Style – Cary – p.9
lake trout, steam trout ice fishing
*BWCAW User Fee Is Wilderness Friendly – Furtman – p.16
what the BWCAW user fee will accomplish in the woods
*Quetico Research-Fire Ecology And Archaeology – Nelson – p.22
*Grand Marais-Gateway To The BWCAW – Moravitz – p.30
*Packing Smart – Osthoff – p.35
loading up your outfit; choosing the right packs for the job
*Day-Brooking – Wahlstrom – p.44

exploring remote creeks in canoe country
*Dogsledding To Pike – Ruzzo – p.49
chasing pike in January on Bald Eagle Lake
*Ultimate Canoe Trip Checklist – Hahn – p.56
*Rapalas-A Boundary Waters Favorite – Holschlag – p.71
*Nations Of The Fur Trade – Cookman – p.79
Native American tribes & culture during the fur trade era
*North Country Lodge – Stewart – p.87
resort profile: North Country Lodge on Moose Lake
*Campfire Stores – BWJ Readers – p.92
FALL 1998
*Colorful Characters Of Canoe Country – Monthei – p.5
Benny Ambrose and Dorothy Molter
*True Canoe Country Fish Tales – Holschlag – p.13
exciting & amazing canoe country fish stories
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.21
Summer 1998: family trip into Bentpine Lake for walleyes & pike
*Quetico Park Portage Crews – Nelson – p.27
life on the portage crew in Quetico
*Visions Of Caribou – Hoff – p.35
reviewing the plan to re-introduce caribou to the BWCAW
*Angling Solo By Canoe – Osthoff – p.45
how to handle your canoe & fish at the same time
*The Perfect Life – Hahn – p.51
profile of Ron Berg, Gunflint Trail chef
*Stackers Across The Quetico – Cary – p.59
fitting canoes together to fly as one & reduce flight costs
*Lodge Of The Whispering Pines – Stewart – p.71
resort profile: Lodge of Whispering Pines on Big Lake
*Results of BWJ Angler Questionnaire – Osthoff – p.77
SUMMER 1998
*On Top Of Hunters Island – Budd – p.5
fishing & exploring Sturgeon Narrows, Russell, Chatterton, Fred & McDougall
*Archaeology And Native Spiritual Beliefs In Quetico – Nelson – p.11
*New “King” Of The Boundary Waters – Holschlag – p.19
the smallmouths’ rise to popularity in canoe country
*The Forest Beneath – Liston – p.29
Boundary Waters plant life ecology
*Canoe Country Sourdough – Berg – p.41
making sourdough bread & pancakes in the wilderness
*A Passion For Fishing The Canoe Country – Osthoff – p. 48
making the case for canoe country fishing as a priceless wilderness value
*An Old Girl Scout Guide – David – p.59
*A Paddlers Resort – Stewart – p.71

resort profile: Kawishiwi Lodge on Lake One
*Age & Growth Of Smallmouth In Basswood Lake – Borkholder – p.76
*Deep In Your Soul – Hahn – p.89
finding a place of your own near the BWCAW
*Adventure In “Miracle Bay” – Nelson – p.103
hooking a lost fishing rod
SPRING 1998
*Montgomery Lake Rock Paintings – Maloney – p.5
spring trip: Agnes, Montgomery route to creek pictograph site; Keewatin & Payne Lake
pictographs
*Return To McDougall Lake – Mead – p.16
smallmouth fishing
*The En-Lightning Facts – Foerch – p.24
dealing with the threat of lightning strikes in canoe country
*Legacy Of The Arkansas Paddler – Cary – p.30
profile of Sandy Bridges, Director of Boy Scout National High Adventure Canoe Base on
Moose Lake near Ely, Mn
*Coming Back To The Nest – Rains – p.37
nurturing the wilderness experience in kids
*Rocks Of Ages – Cookman – p.40
canoe country history & geology lesson
*Bass Lake Blunder – Lionberger – p.46
spring hike around Bass Lake trail leads to lost hikers
*An Affection For Agnes – Holschlag – p.51
camping, fishing, history, exploring Agnes Lake
*Personal Boundary Waters – Kielson – p.59
spring solo trip on Brule & Winchell
*Shadows – Witt – p.73
hi-tech fishing at odds with wilderness fishing values
*Lunker Lakers Of Quetico – Bollman – p.76
techniques & tackle for trophy Quetico lake trout
*Float Tubing The BWCAW – Christianson – p.81
backpacking in float tubes instead of canoes to fish
*Cache Bay And Beyond – Hahn – p.83
canoe routes out of the Quetico Cache Bay ranger station on Saganaga Lake
*Deer Ridge-Ely’s Newest Family Resort – Stewart – p.91
resort profile: Deer Ridge Resort on Garden Lake
*Lac La Croix Reunion – Thielbar – p.96
return to honeymoon island 50-years later
WINTER 1997
*Minnesota Wolves-A Conservation Success Story – Lien – p.5
Boundary Waters timber wolf history
*A Taste Of Winter – Dellinger – p.9
XCskiing off the Gunflint Trail system

*Life Under The Ice – Nelson – p.16
winter wildlife adaptations
* A Half Century Of Canoeing – Lins – p.24
comparing BWCAW canoe trips in 1950 to 2000
*The B-Chain Loop – Holschlag – p. 32
Pickerel, Bisk, Beg & Bud Lakes; fishing
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.40
Fall 1997: BWCAW mediation; deer hunting 1997
*Locating Fish In Canoe Country – Mead – p.48
reading the lakes & applying fishing techniques
*Tom’s Fishing Hole – Heiller – p. 56
pike ice fishing on Basswood Lake
*Log Cabin Hideaways – Stewart – p.60
resort profile
*Cummings Lake Camaraderie – Liston – p.73
fishing & friendship on Cummings Lake
*Be Your Own Weather Forecaster – Dibble – p.77
*Down Under The BWCAW – Cherveny – p.81
snorkeling in the BWCAW
*A Family Tradition – Monk – p.85
Quetico route: Basswood, Sarah, McEntyre, Suzannette, Conmee, Delahey, Death March
Portages
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.88
*Simple Joys – Cabalka – p.100
FALL 1997
*The Search For Sanctuary Lake – Towne – p.5
Cam Campbell’s legendary Sanctuary Lake
*Leave No Trace-An Outdoor Ethic – Rasmussen – p.8
the finer point of Leave No Trace
*Pioneers In Pictograph Research – Nelson – p.16
Dr. Kenneth Kidd documents Quetico pictographs with Selwyn Dewdney in 1957
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.25
Summer 1997: June trip to Bentpine Lake for “kid friendly” walleyes
*Izaak Walton League Of America-75 Years Of Canoe Country Advocacy – Furtman – p.32
a leader in early protection of BWCAW & still involved in BWCAW mediation
*Canoe Country Largemouth – Budd – p.40
where & how to enjoy canoe country largemouth bass fishing
*The Herriman Lake Trail – Cornell – p. 47
a 14-mile hiking trail near Crane Lake
*Back Country Baking – Davis – p.51
reflector ovens & tips for canoe trip baking
*Showtime For Those BWCAW Bills – Osthoff – p.56
rundown on 3 Congressional bills to come out of BWCAW mediation process
*We Have A Canoe-At Last – Shoemaker – p.73
kids save money in a jar for first canoe

*A Wilderness Within-The Life Of Sigurd Olson by David Beckes – Osthoff – p.76
book review of Sig’s biography
*Northwind Lodge – Stewart – p.83
resort profile: Northwind Lodge on Jasper Lake
*Boundary Waters Memories – Good – p.95
Isabella cabin life
*Northwoods Haiku – Kleymeyer – p.100
poetry
*Camfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.103
SUMMER 1997 (10th Anniversary Edition)
*In The Blood – Woodward – p.5
wilderness canoe trip essay: discovery, freedom & wanderlust
*Canoe Country 10 Commandments – Osthoff – p.11
ten most important factors for canoe trip happiness
*Smallmouth Through The Seasons – Holschlag – p.21
early, middle & late season bass strategies
*Top Ten Gadget List – Hahn – p.27
canoe outfitter reveals his top 10 canoe camping gadgets
*The Ties That Bind – Cashner – p.32
canoe tripping partners special bond
*Boundary Waters Photography Lesson – Miller – p.40
getting those special shots in canoe country
*Lichens-Unusual Partners – Nelson – p. 46
lichen ecology
*Congress Working on “Common Ground” Found In BWCAW Mediation – Osthoff – p.53
*Familiar Turf – Budd – p.71
returning to lakes we know & love
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.77
Spring 1997: ice-out trout trip to Louisa Lake
*The Tarp – Brown – p.85
life under the BWCAW tarp
*Rockwood Lodge – Stewart – p.91
resort profile: Rockwood Lodge on Portage Lake
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.101
SPRING 1997
*“Top Secret” Bass Lakes Off The Gunflint Trail – Hahn – p.5
specific “where to go” hotspots for smallmouth along the eastern BWCAW
*Ice Out-1996 – Bollman – p.8
dodging ice flows on Basswood Lake
*The Guiding Principles Of Life – Hahn – p.15
two Tuscarora guides reunited after 30 years
* Great Food And Atmosphere – Marrone – p. 19
great fresh food ideas for BWCAW trips
*Boundary Waters Botanist – Nelson – p.27

profile of Bill Muir, Biology Professor who lead botany research in BWCAW while totally
blind
*Jigs-Best Lure In The Boundary Waters? – Holschlag – p.32
tips on jig tackle and presentations to multi-species in BWCAW
*Northwoods Folks – Knutson – p.40
living in the northwoods
*North Country News – Spring 1997 – Perich – p. 48
*Essential Flies For The Canoe Country – Osthoff – p.59
flyfishing tackle & techniques for canoe country bass & pike
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.75
Winter 1996-97: BWCAW mediation update
*Into The Heart Of Quetico – Zarembo – p.81
Agnes, Kawnipi, Falls Chain & Kahshahpiwi
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.85
*Zups On Lac La Croix – Stewart – p.97
resort profile
WINTER 1996
*Pukak: Life Under The Snow – Nelson – p.5
wildlife adaptations in winter
*Pickerel Lake-Quetico’s Northern Gateway – Holschlag – p.8
canoe routes out of northern Quetico’s Pickerel Lake; fishing
*The Next Best Thing To Nobody – Sutter – p.16
the search for the perfect canoe tripping partner
*Eagles & Ospreys – Liston – p.23
*Cold Observations – Mondale – p.27
BWCAW winter camping at 30 below zero
*Lair Of The Wendigo – Budd – p.32
use caution around canoe country current
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.39
Fall 1996: deer hunting after the bad weather
*Pack The Kids – Hahn – p.43
advice on canoe tripping with little ones; Gunflint Trail routes for kids
*Coexistence Vs Exclusion – Osthoff – p.48
BWCAW mediation issues
*Golden Eagle Lodge – Stewart – p.52
resort profile: Golden Eagle Lodge on Flour Lake
*Stuart River To Moose River – Samsel – p.60
*Fire Ecology Research In Quetico – Nelson – p.77
*Campfire Stories – BWCAW Readers – p.88
FALL 1996
*Autumn Ramble – Cashner – p.5
Border Route hiking trail in October
*Leaden Sky Lakers – VandeBerg – p.11
September lake trout; Sarah, Robinson, Kett Lakes

*Snowfall On Gun Lake – Cary – p.16
final trip of a lifetime duck hunting on Gun Lake
*Kekekabic Lake Revisited – Brobin – p. 24
trips to Kekekabic in 1955 and 1995
*Moose Research In Quetico – Nelson – p.30
*BWCAW Visions Of The Future – Cary – p.36
5-person panel gives different perspectives on BWCAW motor use
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.49
Summer 1996: late spring for bass fishing on Kawnipi
*Fall Ritual – Danicic – p.55
BWCAW trip in October to Cherokee & Frost
*Tempering Wilderness Management With Compassion – Osthoff – p. 60
commentary #3 on BWCAW mediation
*One Misstep – Day – p.77
broken leg on Man Chain portage
*Superior Forest Lodge – Stewart – p.88
resort profile: Superior Forest Lodge on Farm Lake
*Local Fashions – Hahn – p.91
canoe country clothing options
*North Country News – Fall 1996 – Perich – p.101
SUMMER 1996
*Rookie Mistakes And Paying Your Dues – Budd – p.5
overcoming first-trip hardships to enjoy a lifetime of wilderness canoe tripping
*Quetico’s First Explorers – Nelson – p.9
early European & Native presence in Quetico
*Superior Fishing – Holschlag – p.16
great fishing outside the BWCAW in the Superior National Forest
*Lady Luck Smiles On Cache River Trip – Maloney – p.25
3 women take a May tour up Agnes, Kawnipi, McKenzie, Ferguson, Cache River,
Montgomery, Cairn & Kahshahpiwi
*Moose Country – Hahn – p.32
great BWCAW routes off the Gunflint Trail to look for moose
*Quest For Those 5-Star Campsites – Osthoff – p.34
what makes a 5-Star campsite and 25 of the author’s favorite sites
*BWCAW Ten Commandments – Smith – p.40
a BWCAW wilderness ranger explains top 10 rules for minimum-impact camping
*Wilderness Ideology: Between A Rock And A Hard Place In The Boundary Waters –
Osthoff – p.42
update on the BWCAW mediation process
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.52
*Get Into Gear – Buckley – p.60
canoe camping gear; choices of the experts
*The Time The Food Ran Out – Cary – p.79
Bob Cary tells the story of a 1950s walleye trip to Sturgeon Lake where they fed a Quetico
Ranger all the fish he could eat for 4 days

*Gunflint Lodge – Stewart – p.84
resort profile: Gunflint Lodge on Gunflint Lake
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p. 91
Spring 1996: ice-out is lastest ever
*North Country News – Summer 1996 – Perich – p.101
SPRING 1996
*Wind, Sounds And Silence – Woodward – p.5
wilderness essay: tuning in to nature
*Double Portaging Is My Style – Osthoff – p.13
canoe tripping safely, in comfort & with a lot more enjoyment; the portaging techniques &
gear used by BWJ Publish Stu Osthoff
*Superior Canoe Trips – Holschlag – p.21
canoe routes outside the BWCAW: Stoney River, Fenske & Bass Lakes, Vermilion River,
Elbow-Freer loop, Astril & Picket Creek, Twin Lakes loop
*Fire Run – Rova – p.27
caught out in forest fire on Saganaga Lake in 1996
*Fishing The Solstice – Budd – p.32
Lac La Croix, Crooked, Ted & Brent; walleye & trout fishing
*Is There A Doctor On The Lake – Buckley – p.40
managing canoe country health hazards: dehydration, sun exposure, hypothermia, water
borne illness, insects & accidents
*The Gift – Riggs – p.51
introducing young son to BWCAW
*Shirley Peruniak: Quetico Park Naturalist – Nelson – p.55
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.76
*Wilderness Bay Lodge – Stewart – p.84
resort profile: Wilderness Bay Lodge on Snowbank Lake
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.92
Winter 1995-1996: sled dog racing & the winter from hell
*The Best Fishing Buddy Of All – Hahn – p.99
fishing canoe country with a fish locator
*North Country News – Spring 1996 – Perich – p.103
WINTER 1995
*The Solo Kid – Willging – p.5
encountering & helping a teenager paddling alone in the wilderness
*A Winter Within – MacEachran – p.8
woman snowshoeing solo through Lac La Croix area
*Colorful Characters Of The Trail – Holschlag – p.16
interesting meetings on the canoe trails
*Campfire Reflections – Buckley – p. 25
reflector oven baking in canoe country
*Fire On The Gunflint – Hahn – p.32
August 1995 fire: first-hand account of the fire fighting efforts
*Canoe Country Plants – Prince – p.37

*North Country News – Winter 1995 – Perich – p.41
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p. 46
*Life Jackets For The BWCAW – Steele – p.52
*Fire In Kawnipi Old Growth Pines – Nelson – p.54
Fire #141: 60,000 acres from Bird Lake to McKenzie Bay of Kawnipi & the Falls Chain &
Saganagons Lake
*Just You And Me Dad – Janssen – p.60
getting kids hooked on the BWCAW
*Smitty’s On Snowbank – Stewart – p.74
resort profile
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.80
Fall 1995 deer hunt
FALL 1995
*North Country News – Fall 1995 – Perich – p.5
*Fishing With The Gunflint Pros – Perich – p.13
BWCAW fishing advice from Gunflint guides
*Conflict In The Boundary Waters – Cary – p.21
conservation history of the BWCAW; excellent review of BWCAW legislation to date
*Living On The Edge – Editor’s Column – Osthoff – p.24
Summer 1995: smallmouth fishing on Jean & Sturgeon Lakes
*Working With Ospreys – Liston – p.35
setting up osprey nesting platforms near Burntside Lake
*Slug Your Smallmouth – Holschlag – p.39
working plastic baits for smallmouth in canoe country
*Another North Country Deer Hunt – Osthoff – p.45
*Common Sense Vs Political Correctness – Osthoff – p.53
BWCAW management commentary
*North Country Retreat – Stewart – p.59
resort profile: North Country Retreat on Vermilion River
*Campfire Stories – BWJ Readers – p.73
SUMMER 1995
*Campfire Stories – Holschlag – p.5
wildlife encounters & wild adventures in canoe country
*Quetico Initiation – Jones – p.13
16-year-old Boy Scout recalls his first Quetico trip in 1961 & the lifetime of wilderness
adventure it produced; 2 weeks across Quetico & the Poohbah portages
*Boundary Waters Guides: The Proud Professionals – Cary – p.16
7 canoe country fishing guides profiled
*New Gear For 1995 – Furtman – p.27
*Taming The Wild Horses – Buckley – p.32
how to cope with windy paddling conditions
*Feeding Frenzy Bay – Norlander – p. 43
Cummings Lake smallmouth action
*Border Country Weather – Scow – p.48

dealing with rain, wind & cold on canoe trips
*North Country News – Summer 1995 – Perich – p.54
*Freeze Dried Alternatives – Steele – p.59
*Joe & Vera Meany: Lac La Croix Rangers – Nelson – p. 73
*Route Reconnaissance – Davis – p.79
lake name origins
SPRING 1995
*Ice Age Journey – Nelson – p.5
glacial influences on canoe country geology, forest & wildlife changes
*Spring Fling – Seaton – p.13
May BWCAW trip: Daniels, Rove, Watap, Mountain, Moose, North Fowl, Royal River
dodging late spring ice floes
*Game Plan For Better Fishing – Holschlag – p.18
strategies & techniques; seasonal patterns to consider for canoe country fishing action
*King Of Canoe Accessories – Cary – p.25
profile: Ted Newberg of Spring Creek Outfitters & their line of canoe accessory gear
*Who Are Those Indians With Motors – Cary – p.32
First Nation guides operate on select Quetico lakes with 10 horsepower motors
*Lake Phoebe Rages – Johnson – p.40
thunderstorms chase paddlers off lake to take cover
*The Art Of Packing – Oberholtzer – p.44
camp crews like to slip a few extras into their partners’ packs
*Thoughts Of A Greenhorn – Woodward – p.48
*Solo Savvy – Regnier – p.53
psychological & practical pluses & minuses of solo tripping
*The Bentpine Connection – Buckley – p.56
spring Quetico trip: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Rouge, Sturgeon & Bentpine;
trout fishing
*North Country News – Spring 1995 – Perich – p. 74
*Bed And Breakfasts Along The Boundary Waters – Stewart – p.81
WINTER 1994
*Leave Only Tracks – Schurke – p.5
minimum impact techniques for traveling & camping in the BWCAW in the winter
*Hunting With The Wolves – Osthoff – p.13
deer hunter encounters wolf pack taking down a deer at point blank range
*North Country Winter – Cary – p.19
living in a northwoods cabin; visitng Dorothy Molter in winter; winter trout fishing
*Hunters Island Day Trip – Cook – p.24
Steve Park & Dan Litchfield set a record for paddling/portaging Hunters Island route in 28
hours
*Voyageur Fare – Gabauer – p.27
pemmican, jerky, fish recipes & bush pizza
*Tough Fishing-Go Vertical – Holschlag – p.32
vertical jigging for deeper BWCAW fish

*Toning Tips For The Canoe Trip – Foerch – p.40
getting in shape to canoe
*Big Lake Wilderness Lodge – Stewart – p.45
resort profile
*North Country News – Winter 1994 – Perich – p.48
*The Road North – Arneson – p.52
finding your own dream cabin in the northwoods
*The Beaver Poaching Era – Stenlund – p.61
game warden tales of the 1920s & 30s in the Boundary Waters
*My Life On Lac La Croix – Caul – p.79
1920s & 1930s life on Lac La Croix
FALL 1994
*Fall Fishing Primer – Murray – p.5
how to catch each species in the BWCAW in the fall; tactics & tackle tips
*Prime Time Paddling – Furtman – p.8
canoeing & camping advice for September and October canoe trips; wildlife sightings
*Logging On The Superior National Forest – Perich – p.10
logging history & current forest management on the Superior
*The Meat Of The Matter – Buckley – p.21
making homemade jerky for canoe trips
*Once In A Lifetime – Osthoff – p.24
BWCAW moose hunt: all the logistics, gear & preparation for a wilderness big game
adventure. Harvesting the most remoste BWCAW bull on record on Chuck Lake
*Fall Is In The Air – Cary – p.45
fall fishing/hunting in the BWCAW
*Out Of The Rat Race – Peterson – p.48
profile: Irv and Tempest Benson; their life on Saganaga Lake
*Swan Lake – Dawson – p.56
BWCAW trip; moose sightings
*North Country News – Fall 1994 – Perich – p.60
*Bearskin Lodge – Stewart – p.77
resort profile of Bearskin Lodge on the Gunflint Trail
*Wolf Ridge Environmental Center – Scow – p.85
SUMMER 1994
*Wilderness Canoe Trip Adventures – Furtman – p.5
paddling for the pure adventure of it
*The Camel-Hurlburt Loop –Buckley – p.10
Pickerel, Maria, Jesse, Elizabeth, Walter, Lonely, Sturgeon, Fred, Nan, Camel, Eag,
Cub, Metacryst, Sark, Keefer, Kahshahpiwi, Trant, Hurlburt, Payne, Williams, Keewatin,
Kawnipi, Keats, McDougall, Chatterton, Russell, Sturgeon; remote Quetico trip; fishing
*The Illustrated Voyageur – Sivertson – p.18
voyageur artwork & history
*Fishing License Dollars And Cents – Cary – p.27
where your fishing license dollar goes

*Fifty Years On Saganaga – Peterson – p.32
profile of Art & Dinna Madsen; their life living, resorting, trapping & fishing on Saganaga
Lake
*Nelson’s Resort: Garden Spot Of The North – Stewart – p.80
resort profile of Nelson’s Resort on Crane Lake
*North Country News – Summer 1994 – Perich – p.85
*What I Fish For – Slade – p.90
philosophical essay about fishing for something besides fish
SPRING 1994
*Quetico vs. BWCAW – Furtman – p.5
similarities & differences between the two
*Staying Dry Through Spring Showers – Buckley – p.11
gear for staying dry & comfortable
*Frost River Solo – Tschida – p.19
BWCAW route: Sawbill, Ada, Cherokee, Gordon, Frost, Chase, Hub
*Fly Fishing Canoe Country Smallmouths – Osthoff – p.24
fly fishing smallies on Quetico & Jean Lakes; gear & tactics for flyfishing in Quetico
*Spring Noo-pim-ing – Cary – p.33
spring season living in the northwoods
*Toddlers In The Boundary Waters – Selinger – p.44
*Timber Bay Houseboat Vacations – Stewart – p.51
Birch Lake houseboat vacations
*Quest For The Super Six – Holschlag – p.56
catching 6 species in one canoe trip: walleye, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, pike, lake
trout & whitefish; where & how to bag all six
North Country News – Spring 1994 – Perich – p.74
WINTER 1993
*Night Visitor – Liston – p.5
winter time boreal owls
*I’ll Take Splake – Murray – p.9
splake fishing through the ice
*Quetico Anniversary – Gabauer – p.16
50th trip: Nym, Batchewaung, Pickerel, Jesse, Oriana, Quetico, Jean, Burntside, Sturgeon
*Strange Critters Of Canoe Country – Stenlund – p.24
moles, newts, shrews, flying squirrels
*New BWCAW Management Plan – Perich – p.32
*Stuff Your Pack With Energy – Buckley – p.36
trail snacks for canoe tripping
*BWCAW Youth Camps – Cary – p.40
*Snow Bugs – Weber – p.48
*Ludlow’s Island – Stewart – p.51
resort profile of Ludlow’s Island on Lake Vermilion
*Walleyes On Artificials – Holschlag – p.59
*North Country News – Winter 1993 – Perich – p.74

*Avoiding The Dreaded “Campsite Scurry” – Furtman – p.77
strategies for finding open BWCAW campsites
FALL 1993
*Island In The Storm – Christianson – p.5
furious storm strikes this Saganagon’s lake campsite
*Fishing The BWCAW-Are These The Good Old Days? – Cary – p.9
canoe country fishing in the 1930s and 40s; comparison with today’s methods and catches
*Wilderness Canoes-Choosing For A Happy Partnership – Furtman – p.16
factors to consider when choosing a canoe
*Superior Whitetails – Osthoff – p.24
tips for deer hunting the Superior National Forest & BWCAW
*North Writers: A Strong Woods Collection by John Henricksson – Slade– p.35
book review
*Birds Of The Superior – Thompson – p.38
checklist of birds found in the Superior National Forest
*Wilderness Inquiry – Goddard – p.43
helping the disabled enjoy the BWCAW
*A Place In The Woods – Arneson – p.46
the life of Helen & Ade Hoover on the Gunflint Trail
*Final Four Wrap-up – Holschlag – p.53
the future challenges for sustaining quality wilderness angling in canoe country
*Sweet 16 – Hauglund – p.57
boy scouts first Quetico trip in 1974
*Canoe Camping Knots – Buckley – p.62
*Cooking Under Pressure – Stock – p.74
backcountry cooking with a pressure cooker
SUMMER 1993
*Mudhole Mistique – Foerch – p.5
Angleworm, Horse, Gull, Mudhole; pike fishing
*BWCAW Final Four Series – Smallmouth Bass – Holschlag – p.8
history & behavior of smallmouth, plus fishing tactics
*North From Brule – Thibodeau – p.16
BWCAW route: Brule, Cone, Cliff, Wanihigan, Winchell, Gaskin, Henson, Omega
*Canoeing With Opa – VandeBerg – p.23
canoe tripping with “dear old” Dad
*The Pirates Of Eden Island – Buckley – p.27
bears raiding camps on Quetico Lake
*Down The Cache River – Wilcox – p.33
portaging through the most remote route in Quetico
*Blueberry Delight – Stewart – p.43
July blueberry picking in the BWCAW
*The Dog Days: Doggone Good Fishing – Murray – p.48
successful strategies for mid-summer bass, walleyes & trout
*When Only The Mosquitoes Are Biting – Santoro – p.54

bug defenses for canoe country
*Birding The BWCAW –Thompson – p.58
facts about common canoe country birds
*The Wolves Came Home – Mech – p.76
International Wolf Center comes to Ely
*Canoe Country: An Embattled Wilderness by David Backes – Slade – p.82
book review
SPRING 1993
*BWCAW Final Four Series – Northern Pike – Holschlag – p.5
tactics & tackle for Boundary Waters pike plus pike behavior & ecology
*Exploring Quetico – A Spring Ritual – Hyland – p.11
May trip: Beaverhouse, Quetico, Jean, Lonely; pike & bass fishing
*Paddling With Your Head – Furtman – p.18
playing smart while paddling canoe country: dealing with wind & paddling as a team
*Challenges In The Wilderness – Czarnomski – p.24
opportunities for the disabled in the BWCAW
*The Mystique Of White Otter Castle – Langford – p.28
*Papa And The Crooked Lake Wolves – Olsen – p.37
Father’s spirit lives on in the wolves of canoe country
*The Root Beer Lady by Bob Cary – Slade – p.41
book review of Bob’s book on Dorothy Molter
*Bait In The BWCAW – Murray – p.45
bait strategies & handling for successful BWCAW fishing
*Spring Into Gear – Furtman – p.52
tents, boots and miscellaneous canoe country gear are reviewed
*Beginners Luck – Unze – p.56
40-inch, 22-lb Duncan Lake fish is author’s first lake trout
*Microorganisms’ Role In The BWCAW – MacLeans – p.61
*Moose On The Loose – Johnsons – p.74
moose snags a backpack
WINTER 1992
*Survival-A Hands On Experience – Ause – p.5
winter adventure with 8 teenagers turns into survival ordeal
*BWCAW Dog Sled Adventure – Scow – p.11
Gunflint Trail to Ely by dog team
*Canoe Trip Outfitters – A Remarkable Breed – Cary – p.17
profiles of the major outfitters
*Bud Heisselman – Crowley & Link – p.24
profile of wilderness advocate and BWCAW Fire/Forestry researcher
*The Early Fur Trade – Jebb – p.30
*Canoe Country Wildlife by Mark Stensaas – Slade – p.40
book review
*Snowshoeing Across The BWCAW – James – p.42
Crane Lake to Saganaga Lake on snowshoes in ten days; solo trip

*BWCAW Final Four Series-Lake Trout – Holschlag – p.45
lake trout history, biology & management in the canoe country
*Beaver Ecology – Smith – p.52
*BWCAW Brookies On Ice – Perich – p.73
FALL 1992
*The Kekekabic Trail – Mellor – p.5
history & hiking experiences along the Kekekabic Trail
*North Of The Echo Trail – Thiebodeau – p.1
September trip: Little Indian Sioux River, Loon, Slim, Fat, Thumb, Finger, Pocket, Lac La
Croix, Agnes, Oyster, Lynx, Pauness
*BWCAW Final Four Series-Part 1: Walleye – Holschlag – p.19
walleye behavior, biology and catch & release ethics
*The Batter Ring Baker – Buckley – p.25
homemade baking system for canoe trips
*Just The Two Of Us – Jenson – p.27
capsize in a torm on East Pike Lake
*Canoe Country Camping by Michael Furtman – Slade – p.31
book review
*Johnson’s Falls – Raymond – p.33
Pine Lake landmark
*Hawk Ridge – Thompson – p 36
raptor viewing on the north shore of Lake Superior
*Get Lost! – Peterson – p.45
lost in the woods near Ogishkemuncie Lake
*White Pine Saga In The Boundary Waters – Cary – p.48
pines in the Boundary Waters; Cliff & Isabel Ahlgren research on Basswood Lake
*Water, Water Everywhere… And Not A Drop To Drink – Furtman – p.54
safe water on canoe trips
*Empowered By Nature – Scow – p.58
Bass Lake day hike
*BWJ-BWCAW Management Survey Results – Osthoff – p.60
SUMMER 1992
*Those Wonderful Trophy Walleyes – Murray – p.5
specific big-fish tactics for different periods of the season
*Christmas On Poohbah – Buckley – p.11
Beaverhouse, Quetico, Cirrus, McAlpine, Maria, Jesse, Walter, Sturgeon, Poohbah Lakes
*BWCAW Bald Eagle Survey – Roepke – p.17
inventory of 24 eagles’ nests on Basswood, Crooked and Fourtown area (157 in Superior
National Forest)
*Trouble In Spirit Land – Cary – p.23
Lac La Croix First Nation & motorized use on Lac La Croix in Quetico
*Shedding Light On The Aurora Borealis – Borrett – p. 29
the science behind the Northern Lights
*Breakfast In The Boundary Waters – Maloney – p.31

breakfasts for canoe trips
*1992 BWCAW Management Plan-Reader Survey – Osthoff – p.31
*The Lure – Murray – p.35
Clyde Keith’s Chippewa Guide Lure for lake trout
*BWCAW Videos Premiere This Summer – Furtman – p.37
the making the BWCAW User Education video
*BWCAW Final Four – Furtman – p.41
fishing for pike walleye, bass and trout
*Superior National Golf Course Opens In Lutsen – Felhaber – p.47
*Quetico Bear Encounters – Langford – p.50
Pickerel Lake bear in campsite
*Canoe Country Storms – Gabauer – p.61
SPRING 1992
*Wawiag River Route – VandeBerg – p.5
May trip: Wawiag River, Kawnipi, McKenzie, Ferguson Lakes, Cache River, Chatterton,
Russell & Pickerel Lakes; fishing
*One For The Wall – Mercer – p.11
field preparation & care for preserving fish to pack out for taxidermist
*Canoe Country Caribou – Furtman – p.14
effort to re-introduce caribou to BWCAW
*Bill Rom And His Canoe Country – Overholt – p.20
a pioneer in the outfitting industry and wilderness advocate profile
*Bushwhacking Brimson Brookies – Sakry – p.30
brook trout fishing small streams in the Superior National Forest
*Thunder In The Woods – Mara – p.36
ruffed grouse ecology & behavior
*Spring Break Lakers – Murray – p.40
*Base Camping In The BWCAW – Scow – p.48
*Canoeing Back Into History – Cary – p.56
the birchbark canoe
*Outfitting The Tandem Tripping Canoe – Buckley – p.69
canoe accessories
WINTER 1991
*More Fun Than Summer – Vossler – p.5
winter camping experts share advice on how to enjoy BWCAW in winter
*Map Mysteries – Raymond – p.9
day trip on skies: East Pike, West Pike & Pine Lakes
*Wilderness Fire – Lasko – p.15
wildfire management in the BWCAW; fire a natural force in the wilderness
*Ely-Home Of The World’s Fastest Sled Dogs – Osthoff – p.19
sled dog spring racing in northeast Minnesota; what it takes to win
*Guardians Of The Wilderness – Cary – 32
USFS law enforcement and MN DNR conservation wardens on patrol in BWCAW
*How To Make A Smallmouth Angry – Furtman – p.36

“walking the dog” with stickbaits for BWCAW bass
*Home In The Boundary Waters – Cary – p.41
profile of Paul Schurke; winter dog sled trips, polar expeditions & Wilderness Inquiry
BWCAW trips
*Rain Gear Facts And Fallacies – Furtman – p.50
*Fishdance Lake – Callahan – p.56
wildlife encounters
*Big Bears In The BWCAW – Murray – p.61
bear ecology & bear hunting in BWCAW
*Dry, Light And Nutritious – Buckley – p.71
dehydrating canoe trip foods
*Home And Fire – Kaffine – p.74
winter campfire delights in BWCAW
FALL 1991
*Autumn Solitude – Langford – p.5
woman solos with dog; late September Quetico trip; Baptism Creek
*An Old Log Cabin In Quetico – Gabauer – p.9
if these walls could talk?
*Hook, Line And Canoe – Buckley – p.11
outfitting the canoe for fishing and canoe fishing techniques
*Under The Weather – Shaak – p.17
weathering storms in the BWCAW
*Surfing Big Sag – Nienaber – p.22
windsurfing on Saganaga
*Paddling Prose – Wheeler – p.27
paddling essay
*Hope For The Best, Prepare For The Worst – Thibodeau – p.31
gear and savvy for bad weather in canoe country
*Biking The Gunflint – Scow – p.36
bicycle trails along the Gunflint Trail
*Winter Ticks Bring Down Moose Herd – Furtman – p.42
Boundary Waters moose head declines from 6,700 in 1989 survey to 3,700 in 1991
*Boundary Waters Foremothers – Niemi – p.47
history of women paddling the canoe country
*Mixed Bag Of Gear – Furtman – p.51
tents, packs and camp gear for canoe trips
*A Crooked Trip – Janssen – p.56
BWCAW trip: Moose River, Agnes, Lac La Croix, Iron, Crooked, Papoose, Gun, Fourtown
& Mudro Lakes
*Boundary Waters Golden Bounty – Cary – p.60
wild ricing in a canoe
*The Paddler And The Fisherman – Kaffine – p.74
different goals/styles between pure paddlers and canoe anglers
*Quetico Autumn – Lewis – p.75
canoe country poetry

SUMMER 1991
*Pretty As A Picture – Smith – p.5
photography tips for great canoe trip photos
*Just For The Sport Of It – Cary – p.9
fisheries management in the BWCAW; introduction of smallmouth in the 1930s; modern era
programs
*Twixt Landing And Launching – Buckley – p.12
portaging advice
*Insect Friends And Foes Of The BWCAW – MacLean – p.22
the science behind all those pests
*Wilderness Storm Clean Up – Peterson – p.26
1990 mid-October snowstorm knocks trees down on BWCAW trails & portages; volunteer
crews work to clear the trails with hand tools
*Publisher’s View: Spring 1991 – Osthoff – p.32
spring wildlife returns; ice out
*A Special Wilderness Feast – Sakry – p.39
layered fish fillets with bacon & onions baked over a campfire
*Canoe Country’s Watchable Wildlife – Furtman – p.43
tips for seeing more wildlife on you canoe trip
*First Solo – Boyle – p.50
Atikokan to Ely in two weeks; wildlife, fishing & adventure
*Kids, Fishing And You – Murray – p.57
helping kids catch fish fast
*Unforgettable Shan Walshe – Langford – p.69
profile of a Quetico naturalist
*Canoe Country - Home Again – Page – p.74
wilderness essay
SPRING 1991
*Boundary Waters Fishing Tackle Primer – Shaffer – p.5
getting started with the right tackle for canoe country fishing
*Loosen Up-You’re On Vacation – Santoro – p.9
Beaverhouse, Quetico, Robin, Lynx & Badwater; Quetico’s tough portaging but good fishing
*Campfire Critique – Buckley – p.17
campfire wood savvy & cooking over a fire
*Spring Invasion In The Forest – Korzeniowski – p.24
tent caterpillars strip deciduous trees
*The Spaulding Mine Story – Dawson – p.26
1876 attempt at silver mining in the BWCAW near Spaulding Lake off the Gunflint Trail
*Busy As Two B’s – Cary – p.28
profile: Barb Anderson & Bea Brophey, wilderness canoe guides duo in their mid 60s
*Bass Under The Lights – Joyner – p.34
night fishing for smallmouth on Basswood
*The BWCAW’s First Campers – Sales – p.38

PaleoIndian culture of 10,000 years ago; archaeological dig on McDougal Lake in Superior
National Forest
*The Great Day That Dawns – Wood – p.48
wilderness essay
*Lake Trout Forays In Quetico – Walshe – p.51
*Packing For The Portage – Furtman – p.61
the case for lightweight packing and single portaging; gear list to make it all in one trip
*Quetico Park Pilot – Grant – p.69
the role of Beaver floatplantes in managing Quetico for visitors, wildfire and research
*Heart Flower – Wood – p.74
Pale Pink Corydalis wildflower
WINTER 1990
*Get Ready To Camp In Winter – Sakry – p.5
gear & advice for winter campers in the BWCAW
*Quetico Solo Snowshoe Trek – Walshe – p.9
benefits vs. risks of solo winter travel; winter wildlife; dealing with hypothermia, slush and
dehydration
*Quetico Visitors And Park Management – Furtman – p.16
differences between Quetico and BWCAW management
*Remembering Benny – Peterson – p.23
profile: Benny Ambrose, a lifetime on Ottertrack Lake
*Publisher’s View-Fall 1990 – Osthoff – p.32
devastating mid-October snowstorm in woods; 1990 deer season
*Dinner In A Pouch: Choosing Commercial Camp Foods – Furtman – p.36
*Wolf Research: Tracking Predator And Prey – Tubbs – p.41
*Witch’s Brew For The Boundary Waters – Cary – p.51
acid rain threatens BWCAW
*One Mis-step – Kaffine – p.59
falling through the ice on Mora Lake
*Life On The Gunflint In The 1950s – Peterson – p.62
profile: the Hoovers on Gunflint Lake
*Ode To The Dry Fly – Buckley – p.71
FALL 1990
*A Secret For Fall Walleyes – Murray – p.5
55 degree water zone, the key to catching big walleyes in September & October
*A Lovely Fall Canoe Trip – Selinger – p.10
introducing the wives to wilderness canoeing; Seagull, Saganaga, Ottertrack & Ester
*Solo McKenzie – Wilcox – p.17
saying goodbye to my canoe country mentor
*A Taste For The Canoe Country – Furtman – p.22
duck hunting in the BWCAW
*Publisher’s View-Summer 1990 – Osthoff – p.25
BWCAW trip to Knife, Ottertrack, Gijikiki, Cherry, Topaz, Amoeber, Vera & Ensign
*Wild Goose Chase – Whitledge – p.28

eagles catch a snow goose
*A Legend Comes To Life – Goddard – p.32
crew re-enacts voyageur travel through BWCAW
*Autumn Silver – Cary – p.36
crappie fishing in the fall on Basswood Lake
*Quetico After Hours – Buckley – p.42
Quetico Lake, Cirrus
*In The Heart Of Nature – Liston – p.46
ospreys raise chicks through another summer
*Group Therapy In The BWCAW – Peterson – p.52
group and social dynamics in the wilderness
*Just One More Trip – Kaffine – p.56
November hike of Snowbank Trail
*Wildlife Encounters In Quetico – Walshe – p.61
bears, moose, lynx and more
*Arguing With Common Sense – Helmberger – p.69
father and son overcome differences to build a log cabin and life in the woods
*In Spaces Between – Czarnomski – p.74
wilderness essay
SUMMER 1990
*The Morning The Lake Went Mad – Wood – p.5
wild storm on Alton Lake
*Magic On The Rocks – Furtman – p.8
tracking down Quetico pictograph sites
*Fishing The Fabulous Five – Callahan – p.17
5 favorite lures for Phoebe Lake bass, pike & walleyes
*Crabby Neighbors For Dinner – Cary – p.23
expansion of rusty crawfish in Boundary Waters; catching a meal; conservation; fisheries
impact
*Exploring The Depths Of The Boundary Waters – Sakry – p.27
snorkeling & diving in the Boundary Waters area
*Publisher’s View-Spring 1990 – Osthoff – p.31
spring wildlife comes alive
*Moose River Madness – Mize – p.35
August 1988 storm in BWCAW, one to remember, paddling up strong run-off current
*Battle Of The Bugs – Furtman – p.40
bug defenses, knowledge, clothing, chemicals & headnets
*On The Trail With The Wilderness Rangers – Kaffine – p.47
a day in the llife of BWCAW rangers; how campers can make their jobs easier
*French Lake To Basswood via the “Death March Portages” – Walshe – p.50
plant & forest observations; human history
*Using Maps To Stay Found – Vickery – p.54
navigation and map reading advice for finding canoe country portages
*Motoring For More Fish – Murray – p.60
fishing the BWCAW’s last remaing motorized lakes; Saganaga Lake hotspots

*Wilderness Camping Outside The BWCAW – Pramann – p.70
Maud & Astrid Lake camps in Superior National Forest
*Fish Story – Hansen – p.73
sharing with the other guy
SPRING 1990
*Sizing Up The Border Route Trail – Kaffine – p.5
BWCAW wilderness ranger takes inventory of winter storm damage on the Border Route
Trail; early May hiking trip
*Kawnipi: It Doesn’t Get Any Better Than This – Guebert – p.9
Falls Chain to Kawnipi; fishing walleyes & bass
*Wolf: Looking Into The Eye Of The Beast – Olson – p.21
wolf biology, behavior and folklore; howling & communication
*Portable Depthfinders: Sonar To Go – Murray – p.27
depthfinder options reviewed and tips for applying them in canoe country
*Family Fun On The Edge Of The Boundary Waters – Kerr – p.31
BWCAW border resort vacations
*Wilderness Medicine – Park – p.33
common injuries on the canoe trails and how to manage them
*Jackpine Bob Cary: A Rumor In Our Time – Vickery – p.44
profile of outdoor writer, artist & outfitter Bob Cary
*Stream Trout: BWCAW’s Best Kept Secret – Cary – p.51
fishing lakes stocked with stream trout in the BWCAW area
*Canoe Paddles: Getting A Grip On Things – Furtman – p.56
fitting and important performance characteristics when selecting a paddle
*A Wilderness Garden – Moroni – p.64
wildflowers of the BWCAW
*Canoe Country – Bartelma – p.74
wilderness essay
WINTER 1989
*Cross Country Skiing On The Gunflint Trail – Goddard –p.5
*An Early Winter Journey – Sakry – p.7
on skis pulling pack sled; Moose Lake, Basswood & Burke; thin ice hazards
*Canoe Country Bruins – Olson – p.16
a year in the life of black bears
*The Great Snowbank Lake Canoe Heist – Matz – p.21
teenager prank
*Burning Up The Snow Trails – Cary – p.25
X-C race circuit in northern Minnesota
*Three For The Weight Of Two – Furtman – p.30
canoe tripping tent review
*Lakers On The Ice – Murray – p.35
where to and “how to” get lakers in the winter
*Making The Doctor Jig – Summerlin – p.42
*Room To Breathe – Helmberger – p.49

coping with long Boundary Waters winters
*Six Miles And Seventy Years From Town – Moroni – p.55
resort profile: Burntside Lodge on Burntside Lake
FALL 1989
*The Wilderness Within – Wood – p.5
wilderness essay
*Popple Gold – Moroni – p.9
Pow Wow hiking trail
*Quetico Park’s Cabin 16 – Walshe – p.15
the history behind the ranger cabin on Basswood Lake’s Ottawa Island
*Lodge To Lodge Canoeing – Goddard – p.17
canoe by day; Gunflint Trail cabins by night
*The Last Great Canoe Race – Thompson – p.21
the Ely/Atikokan canoe races in 1962, 63 & 64; interview with Don Beland
*Wolf Story – Whitledge – p.32
wolf encounter on Basswood Lake
*End Of The Day – Kaffine – p.36
cold solo paddle up the Man Chain
*Decorate With Driftwood – Langford – p.38
*Little Lake-Big Trout – Cary – p.40
fall lake trout fishing on Burke Lake; historical highlights of big BWCAW trout
*A Return To Canoe Country – Longseth – p.51
solo trip around Hunters Island after a 12-year hiatus
*Sponges Of The BWCAW – Nelson – p.56
*We The Visitor: Part II – Vickery – p.66
BWCAW visitor data by area
*The Red Paddle – Rosso – p.74 (essay)
SUMMER 1989
*Flyrodding For Smallmouth – Cary – p.5
how, when & where to fly fish canoe country smallmouth; tackle & flies
*The Seventh Voyage – Janssen – p.9
dealing with adversity in the BWCAW; storms, bugs, bears and more
*Muskeg – Olson – p.17
the biology of Boundary Waters bogs
*The Trail Of Sig And Aldo – Link – p.23
a look at the BWCAW’s two most prominent conservationists: Sig Olson and Aldo Leopold
and their relationship
*The Wilderness Stargazer – Sakry – p.27
learning & reading the constellations
*A Walk In The Wood Of 1000 Years Ago – Tubbs – p.29
archaeological digs in the Superior National Forest near Pauline Lake
*Hunting Fish In The Boundary Waters – Murray – p.35
tips for finding the 10% of the BWCAW water with 90% of the fish
*A Late Summer Tour – Buckley – p.41

Quetico trip: Pickerel, Olifaunt, Sturgeon, Russell, Keats, Sark, Keefer, Kahshahpiwi,
S-Chain & Kawnipi
*Front Coming In – Moroni – p.45
observing thunderstorm from cabin porch
*Wilderness First Responders – Klaysmat – p.46
a look at those who rescue BWCAW travelers in emergencies
*Campfire Fish Cookery – Berg – p.49
*Bobbin For Walleyes In The Dark – Callahan – p.61
*Hot Stuff, A Guide To Stoves For The Canoe Country – Furtman – p.67
SPRING 1989
*Snowbank To Lake One-A Family Adventure – Naylor – p.5
family BWCAW trip
*Walleye Gold Of The BWCAW – Murray – p.9
how to and where to catch BWCAW walleyes
*Rock Talk – Olson – p.13
BWCAW geology lesson
*The Saganaga-Knife Loop – Peterson – p.17
*We The Visitor-Part II – Vickery – p.23
behind the scenes of the Forest Service visitor management in the BWCAW; the busiest
entry points and dates
*The Tackle Box-A Short ‘Tale’ – Sparks – p.33
humor on the canoe trails
*Listening Point – Humpal – p.34
a visit with Elizabeth Olson and to Sigurd Olson’s Listening Point cabin on Burntside Lake
*Canoe Camping With Kids – Stradiotto – p.49
*Canoe Country Chic – Furtman – p.57
clothing and gear advice for the canoe trail
*In Search Of Solitude – Thake – p.68
canoe country poetry
WINTER 1988
*North From The Boundary – Olesen – p.5
far north Canadian Arctic vs. near north Boundary Waters
*Ely To Grand Marais By Snowshoe-1924-Rueben Zabel – told to Stueland – p.7
*The Wolf-Managing America’s Most Revered And Reviled Resource – Selinger – p.9
*Carving A Niche In The Art World – Martinson – p.12
Gary Olson: bird carver/painter
*Walden Pond-For Rent – Furtman – p.14
hike-in BWCAW cabin vacations
*The North Arm Challenge – Liston – p.17
X-C skiing into Cummings Lake area
*The Ely Steam Bath – Schwalbach – p.21
a unique local tradition
*Lynn Rogers: The Man Behind The Camera – Hallada – p.34
Profile of Lynn Rogers, bear researcher and wildlife photographer

*Buying The Right Pack For The Long Haul – Furtman – p.29
canoe pack review
*Nightfall On The North Shore-An Ice Climbing Journey – Soroka – p.44
*Backcountry Trekking On The Banadad: Skiing Yurt To Yurt – Helmberger – p.48
winter travel
*Memorable Journey: Winter In The Boundary Waters – Ernst – p.57
winter camping in BWCAW
FALL 1988
*Snowtime Smallmouth – Cary – p.5
going deep with electronics for schools of big smallmouth in October
*BWCAW History: Part 2 (1930-1978) – Vicker – p.7
conservation history of BWCAW
*Hunters Island-via Beaverhouse – Dailey – p.9
Boy Scout trip
*You, A Canoe, And Fall Pike – Murray – p.35
pike tactics for fall fishing
*Up The Maligne River – Burns – p.41
history highlights, Quetico rangers
*New Superior Hiking Trail – Perich – p.49
hiking this North Shore gem
*Autumn Preparations – Olson – p.57
fall phenology, wildlife adaptations for winter
*In Search Of Quality Light – Tubbs – p.63
Craig & Nadine Blacklock photographing the coffee table book Border Country
*Ode To The Gunflint Trail – Cornish – p.68
canoe country poetry
SUMMER 1988
*BWCAW History: Part 1(1900-1930) – Vickery – p.5
conservation history of BWCAW
*New Option For Resort Guests – Link – p.7
resort naturalist program sponsored by Forest Service and area resorts
*Wilderness Fire Returns To The Boundary Waters – Selinger – p.9
new U.S. Forest Service “let burn” policy for BWCAW
*Northwoods Journal: Reflections From Quetico – Helmberger – p.12
Basswood, Agnes, Kawnipi, Saganagons, Falls Chain, Man Chain
*Summer: Birds, Beavers And Bugs – Olson – p.15
canoe country life comes alive
*Cruising For Summer Walleyes – Furtman – p.19
trolling tactics and bait for mid-summer walleyes
*Wilderness Reflector Oven Magic – Berg – p.23
*The Paulson Mine Story – Stensass – p.27
*You’ve Made An Old Man Very Happy – Thompson – p.42
sharing the BWCAW fishing experience
*Trail Through Tuscarora – Scow – p.45

BWCAW route: Round, Gotter, Flying, Green, Bat, Gillis, Crooked, Tuscarora
*The BWCAW Bear Attacks Of 1987 – Rogers – p.48
first-hand account of the first ever black bear attack on humans in BWCAW
*Wild Berries: Free For The Picking – Cary – p.51
*Lake Vermilion: A Growing Experience – Lundblad – p.59
fisheries management and opportunities on Lake Vermilion
SPRING 1988
*Spring: The Metamorphosis – Olson – p.5
spring happenings in the wilderness; phenology lesson
*Five Star Cooking On The Trail – Johnson – p.12
*Journey Into The Past – Beymer – p.15
logging era history along Bentpine Creek, Sturgeon Lake route
*Border Lakes Silver Strike – Cary – p.18
spring whitefish angling
*Ontario’s “Dorothy” Betty Lessard Living A Lifetime On Namakan Lake – Pramann – p.27
*Trip Tip: Little Saganaga Lakers – Murray – p.31
extra special lake trout waters and how catch & release them
*Revival – Leschak – p.36
canoe country storm
*Quetico: Quintessential Canoe Country – Stradiotto – p.38
paddling Quetico soon after ice out
*Perspective Of A Lowly Scavenger – Helmberger – p.40
raven ecology and behavior
*The Big Circle – Furtman – p.50
a passing stranger lends a hand to a stranded paddler and passes on “the way of the wild”
*No More Maid Service In The Wilderness – Furtman – p.50
BWCAW rangers share “Leave No Trace” camping techniques
WINTER 1987
*Jasper Hills Cross Country Ski Trail – Beymer – p.5
*Trout: Under The Soles Of Your Boots – Cary – p.8
stream trout ice fishing in the Boundary Waters
*Legacy Of Sig Olson – Vickery – p.11
profile of Sigurd Olson, guide, writer and conservationist
*Mushing Through The BWCAW – Gilbertson – p.15
Seagull Lake trip for trout
*Season Of Stillness – Olson – p.18
winter wildlife adaptations
*Gone To The Dogs – Olesen – p.25
fielding & racing a Beargrease dog team
*Nightingale Of The Boundary Waters – Hadel – p.29
video production of “Dorothy Molter: Living In The Boundary Waters”
*Birthplace Of The Steger Mukluk – Steger – p.33
*The Buck Of A Lifetime – Osthoff – p.36
deer hunting in the Superior National Forest

*Tips From Polar Travelers – Schurke – p.38
North Pole expedition has lots in common with Boundary Waters winter camping
*Once Is Enough – Cook – p.40
solo skiing & camping trip; a test of will
*The Quin-Zhee Shelter – Sakry – p.43
snow cave shelters

FALL 1987
*Portrait Of The Voyageurs – Vickery – p.5
life as a voyageur in canoe country in the 1700s
*Portages: Gateways To Adventure – Leschak – p.8
famous portage trails and their history
*Lac La Croix: Come By Plane, Boat Or Canoe – Cary – p.11
how to get there and the great fishing that is waiting
*Tip Of The Arrowhead Route – Beymer – p.15
autumn in the Boundary Waters; McFarland, Pine, Pike and Clearwater Lakes
*Wild Rice: Northwoods Harvest – Helmberger – p.18
historical significance and modern harvesting methods of wild rice
*An Afternoon With Justine – Arneson – p.22
profile of Justine Kerfoot, Gunflint Trail legend
*Going Alone – Furtman – p.25
fictional story: a dieing man retreats to his beloved canoe country as his last request
*Ely’s Master Canoe Builder: Joe Seliga – Mills – p.28
how the Seliga canoe is made and a profile of Joe Seliga
*The Osprey: A Friend Returns – Pramann – p.32
osprey populations rebound in the Boundary waters after DDT scare
*1987 Minnesota Moose Hunt – Osthoff – p.36
the Dream Hunt and moose management in the Superior National Forest
*Special Double Feature: Fall Hiking – Russell & Helmberger – p. 40
hiking the Snowbank Trail and the Eagle Mountain Trail
SUMMER 1987
*Remote Routes Of The Canoe Country – Beymer – p.4
Argo, Darky Loop; Lake One to Kawhishiwi Lake; Agnes Lake in Quetico
*Smallmouth Through The Summer – Furtman – p.12
tactics & tackle for catching smallmouth as the season changes; topwater and deep structure
*Basswood Lake: Fishing For The Ultimate Day Trip – Cary – p.16
canoe & boat anglers love how productive Basswood Lake is
*The Border Route Trail – Helmberger – p.20
hiking this hilly 40-mile trail along the Gunflint
*Drive In Lake Trout – Osthoff – p.26
Burntside, Snowbank, Gunflint and Seagull lake trout fishing
*Wilderness Musician – Olson – p.30
loon ecology and behavior

*Ron Brodigan’s Odyssey To Isabella – McElderry – p.34
Great Lakes Lodge and Log Building school
*3 Superior National Forest Campgrounds – Beymer – p.38
Lake Jeanette, Divide Lake and Trails End
*Rock Art: Quetico-Superior Pictographs – Vicker – p.41
the meaning behind the pictographs
*Habits Of Black Bears – Rogers – p.44

